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OSCILLATORY & TRANSIENT PHENQMQNA
IN DYNAMO CIRCUITS
CHAPTER 1 - Introduction*
Oscillatory phenomena occurring in dynamo circuits, 
as in the case of the low frequency self-excitation of 
A.C. commutator apparatus or in the osodilatory discharge 
of welding or other types of D.C. dynamo, may be very 
troublesome. On the other hand, the principles involved 
may find useful employment in constructions such as the 
low frequency, self exciting, multi-phase commutator 
dynamos used for adjusting or barring, at very low, (but 
stable. ) speeds, of printing presses, paper mill calen­
dars, and charging the baskets of hydro-extractors and 
sugar centrifugals. Dynamos of this class manufactured 
by the General Electric Co. of America are now in common 
use for many purposes and a paper describing such machines 
is included in The Transactions of the American Institut­
ion of Electrical Engineers1 ,
(l Hull, Vol.52, June, 1933. )
Any new matter which can be brought to light by 
research must be of considerable interest and importance 
to engineers engaged in the design of dynamo-eleetrie 
machinery. It may be suggested that very little of a 
novel nature remains to be discovered and that all the 
observed phenomena have already been explained with the 
aid of simple mathematics, ( based mainly on the sinus­
oidal theory, that is, on linear differential equations 
with constant coefficients,) but that this cannot be the 
case and that any mathematical formula available can 
only be used generally to indicate what may happen under 
ideal conditions, is fully realised when the many as­
sumptions which have to be made in order to handle the/
Chapter 1. 2.
the formulae when deduced, are listed.
In practically all mathematical analysis used in 
connection with electrical machinery it is usual to 
assume that:-
(a) The effects of magnetic saturation are 
negligible,
(b) There is little or no eddy or iron loss in the 
field structure under flux changes.
(c) In commutator apparatus the effect of the m,m,f. 
of, or the loss in, the coils under commutation 
is negligible.
(d) The parameters of the dynamo circuits remAin 
constant•
In everyday practice these assumptions are not even 
approximately true and if a dynamo is generating an oscil­
latory e.m.f., the loss in the commutated coils and the 
variation of the effective resistances and inductances 
may be so great as entirely to mask the calculated results.
Further, it is usual to assume that linear differ­
ential equations with constant coefficients are sufficient 
to give approximate solutions with corresponding numer­
ical results and this assumtion is found to be reason­
able provided the dynamo is not generating and maintain­
ing oscillations of fixed amplitude. Generally, the 
linear equation has been found to give fairly accurate 
results, particularly for the amplitude if this is not 
oscillatory; or if oscillatory, having a large damping 
decrement.
If the e.m.f., or current in a dynamo circuit is 
oscillating and if it is correct to use the linear 
equation, then the prediction from this is that these 
quantities vary sinusoidally with time. That this pre­
diction is seldom even approximately true is well known/
Chapter 1. 8.
known, and brief consideration of the 2nd order equa­
tion shows why this should he the case.
i +  p 11 +. Qi « o^FF dt *
is a linear differential equation of the 2nd order and 
the constant P for an ideal dynamo circuit is made up 
of resistance, self and mutual inductance terms. If 
sustained oscillations exist in this circuit, then, ass­
uming Q, positive, P must he equal to, and remain at, 
zero throughout, otherwise the oscillation would increase 
indefinitely or he damped out. This is an impossible 
condition and therefore the stable oscillations of defin­
ed amplitude which occur in practice, cannot follow a 
sinusoidal law, and therefore the linear theory fails to
give even an approximate solution, particularly if P is 
negative and of relatively high numerical value within 
the oscillatory limit.
A paper on the maintenance of oscillations by 
2Le Oorheiller ,
(* I.E.E., Journal, Vol. 79, Sept., 1936, )
goes into this matter very fully and it is pointed out 
that the inadequacy of the linear theory had already app­
eared to Lord Rayleigh as early as 18833 ,
(3 "On Maintained Vibrations" Vol. 15, p.229,)
( Philosophical Magazine, )
but that by adding to the linear equation a term pro- 
projtional to a higher power of the velocity, then the 
first stable oscillations of definite amplitude and fre­
quency could be presented mathematically. The resulting 
equation is, of course, no longer linear, and its approx­
imate solution includes a fundamental vibration and har­
monics. A method of producing oscillations with the /
Chapter 1. 4.
the assistance of a valve generator is given in Le 
Corheillerfs paper and if the volt-ampere characteristic 
of the generator is known approximately, a graphical 
method of solution of the equation, that is of obtain­
ing the shape and periodicity of the resulting oscill­
ation, is available. It is not the intention here to go 
more fully into this matter but only to emphasise the 
failure of the linear theory under oscillatory conditions, 
but it may be useful to mention the more nearly P
approaches zero from the negative side, Q, remaining
positive, the more nearly will the resulting oscillation 
approach the sinusoidal.
The well known case of a low-frequency, self- 
exciting oscillatory circuit amploying a commutator 
machine is that of a series dynamo connected to a conden­
ser, or a separately excited motor acting as such, and
appears to have been first mentioned by Fitzgerald in a
4-paper to the Physical Society in 1892 ,
(* This paper has not been preserved in the )
( Proceedings of the Society, but a report )
( of it was published in La Lumiere Elec- )
( trique, 1892. )
and later by Rudenberg5 ,
( Phys Zeits., 1907, p.668, also 1908, p.556.)
and B. van de Pol6 ,
(6 "On Relaxed Oscillations," Zeitschrift fur)
( Hochfrequenz-tachnik, 1927, Vol. 114,p. 29. )
but it has occurred to the writer with his experience of 
special D.O. machines, and from his inspection of the 
possible values of P for dynamo circuits that there 
are at least 3 other methods for producing low- 
frequency oscillations from dynamos without the use of 
condensers. These 3 methods are enumerated below /
Chapter 1. 5.
below. The experience referred to has been gained from 
two classes of machines recently introduced.
Class A. Self regulating or drooping characteristic 
dynamos for supplying the individual weld­
ing arc.
Class B. Constant current power dynamos.
These two classes are not as yet commonly known or 
fully developed and it is therefore proposed to mention 
briefly their leading features and their more important 
design details.
The 3 methods of producing low frequency oscill­
ations from dynamos referred to above are:-
(1) Excitation of the field winding from the arm­
ature circuit through an impulse transformer.
(2) Insertion of a mutual inductance between the
armature and field circuits of a shunt 
dynamo.
(3) By means of a forcing frequency in phase with 
the free frequency of the dynamo circuit.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis it is proposed to 
demonstrate mathematically that 1, 2, & 3 above are 
possible, and further it is proposed to obtain express­
ions for the static and dynamic volt-ampere character­
istics of both welding and constant current dynamos, • 
using these to predict the maximum amplitude of dis­
charge during loading changes, and as an indication when 
oscillations may be produced and maintained. It will 
further be indicated that similar methods to those employ 
ed with constant current power dynamos for ensuring rapid 
response and rigid current supply can be applied to the 
excitation of alternators of any capacity resulting in
the rapid response compounded alternator without special/
Chapter 1« 6*
special regulators, and incidentally limiting the 
transient overshoot or short circuit current when a fault 
occurs in the feeders, without the use of reactors in 
these circuits. Alternators are mentioned here in order 
to point out that the principles uncovered in this 
investigation may have a much wider importance and 
application than it is possible to deal with in this 
thesis.
Before passing to Chapter Z it may be useful to 
summarise the possible applications of this enquiry.
These are mainly:-
(a) It will, in some cases,help to explain the 
tendency to self-excite in some classes of 
A.G. commutator machines.
(b) It will explain the self-excitation of low- 
frequency generators, such as the Hull1 
generator.
(c) In welding dynamos of reasonable design, it 
will be shown that calculations made by means of 
the linear theory can give reasonable results in 
estimating the transient departure from the 
prescribed static characteristic, and also 
indicate any tendency to self-excite in this 
type of machine.
(d) In constant current dynamos of the most recent 
design, calculations based on the linear theory 
will show any tendency to oscillate, and also 
indicate the cure. It is important to know
in these machines the likely overshoot of the 
current when switching from the maximum to the 
minimum load, and a reasonable approximation 
may be obtained by the use of the simple theory.
(e) It will indicate alternative methods to those /
Chapter 1. 7.
those now existing for improving the 
regulation of alternators and other machines.
HOPES QN THE TEXT & LIST OF MACHINES.
During this investigation 8 generators have been 
discussed, and 6 of these actually subjected to test, 
while the design and performance particulars of the 
remaining 2 were available. In order to identify these 
machines the scheme shown in TABLE 1. was adopted.
Throughout the text the symbol i_ is used to 
represent current, and without a suffix indicates the 
current in the load circuit. With suffix 1 (i, ) it 
indicates the exciter field or abutment current. When 
i is used with suffix 2 (ix) it always indicates the 
main generator secondary or field circuit.
The Heaviside operator p is used throughout in




i or I Current Amps.
e or E Electro-Motive force. Volts.
r or R Resistance. Ohms.
L Self Inductance. Henries.
M Mutual Inductance. "




V E.M.F. due to
residual magnetism. Volts.
t Time. Seconds.
P Heaviside operator « _d t .
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In addition to this list various symbols are used 
as integration constants, etc*, and these are individually-
defined where used*
As far as possible capital letters have been used to 
denote constant quantities, while small letters generally 
refer to variables*
;
■ - St-,1 / ' ,
CHAPTER 2.
Section 1.
CONSIDERATION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF PRODUCING 
AND MAINTAINING OSCILLATIONS BY A DYNAMO, THE 
FIELD OF WHICH IS EXCITED FROM ITS ARMATURE 
THROUGH AN IMPULSE TRANSFORMER.
Fig. 1 shows a skeleton diagram of the connections
required, and it is assumed that
a) The dynamo speed is constant.
(E) The field structure is laminated, and there­
fore the total e.m.f.,{e), generated by the 
armature may be taken as proportional to the 
field current.
(3) The e.m.f. due to residual magnetism can be- 
represented by a small constant voltage v .
(4) The assumptions a,b,c, and d, on p.j@f' of 
Chapter 1 apply here.
Let:- i, ia , be the currents flowing in load,and 
field circuits respectively, 
e, the total generated e.m.f.
R, Rx , the resistances of the load and field 
circuits respectively.
L, L x , the inductances of the load and field 
circuits respectively.
The e.m.f., e is proportional to the m.m.f. on each 
pole of the dynamo, i.e.
e s K iz~f- v. 
where K is constant.
Considering Fig. 1 , the e.m.f. e is consumed
by
(1) The impedance of the main circuit.
(2) The mutual inductive reactance of the field j
10,
Chapter 2. Section 1,
field circuit on the armature.
Therefore
K ix +  v = Z i + M p i t .............  (1)
also
0 = Zz ia + M p i ..............  (2)
and from (2),
i, = ~  5LE.1 ..................  (3)
where M is the mutual inductance of the impulse trans­
former, and may he positive or negative.
Eliminating ix from equation (1) we have
—  K M p i + Za v = ZZj i —  M* p* i 
Introducing the values of Z and z x , gives
— S « p i + Z t v = {B+Lp)(R,.+ L*p)i —  M* p* 1 .
and reducing we have
pl i + Ppi + Q(i -S) - 0   (4)
where
P - R L.+ B . L + K M
and
o. = .. ££* t ,L L^—  M
S = v5 *
t* can he obtained in terms of î and p i by 
eliminating p from equation (2). It has already 
been pointed out, (Chapter 1, p.3 ), that this analysis 
is valueless if maintained oscillations are present, except 
to show the possibility of producing these, and as the term 
containing P in equation (4) demonstrates this possibility 
there is no need to carry the analysis further in this 
instance. It should be noted that the term La contains 
the inductance of the dynamo field, and therefore
(L La — M* ) and Q must always be 
positive. For P to be zero or negative
R L Z+ RaL t K M  /
w
11,
Chapter 2, Section 1,
R L*+R*L + K M
must he zero or negative. There is little doubt that 
for some negative value of M this condition can be 
satisfied. Take for example generator A, (Table 1.) 
the parameters of which are known, and combine them 
with those of a chosen transformer so that the resistances 
and inductances of the completed circuits, as indicated 
in Fig. 1, can be used. If transformer figures are 
chosen at random, and P becomes zero, (Q, remaining 
positive,) for a definite value of the circuit resistance 
R, then undoubtedly maintained oscillations will occur 
in practice with this combination.
To simplify the calculation, assume that the self-
induotanoes of the primary and the secondary of this
transformer are the same as those of the armature and
field circuits of the generator, which are approximately
and 5̂ henries respectively. The primary and
secondary resistances of the transformer may be taken as 
5 5-Jq and "Jq3 ohms respectively. If the transformer is 
assumed to have a perfect magnetic circuit, (no leakage,) 
then :-
The complete circuit parameters for Fig. It (P equal to 
zero,) are now
R m  ? ohms. R % - 1*5 ohms •
and from the open circuit characteristic of this machine,
M l'4-t henries 10*
9L = JqI henries. La henries
(Fig. 12,6,)




R RaL + KM 0
hence, /
Chapter 3. Section 1,
hence,
R s 2^75 ohms.10
Using this value of H, we have now,
P z 0. Q, r 690.
52.5 f z 8.35 cycles/sec.
Although the linear theory indicates correctly that 
this dynamo will maintain oscillation, the frequency 
found by this means, (8.35 cycles/sec.,) is not 
necessarily correct, and may not even approximate to this 
value in practice.
As mentioned above, the figures used in this 
example were selected entirely at random, and a transformr 
er with suitable constants is best found by experiment. 
When tests are made it is necessary to ensure that the 
field winding of the dynamo is coupled in the correct
direction for excitation. It should also be noted that
rocking the dynamo brushes back from the neutral will 
tend to help excitation and will further provide a 
limited control on the mutual inductance M , particular­
ly if the dynamo is equipped with compensating windings.
CHAPTER 2.
Section 2.
CONSIDERATION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF PRODUCING 
AND MAINTAINING OSCILLATIONS IN A SHUNT WOUND 
DYNAMO CIRCUIT WITH MUTUAL INDUCTANCE BETWEEN 
THE ARMATURE, OR LOAD, CIRCUIT AND THE FIELD 
WINDING.
Figures 2 and 3 show skeleton diagrams of the 
connections. Figure 2 shows the transformer primary 
in the load circuit and Figure 3 shows the transformer 
primary in the armature circuit. These arrangements 
correspond to short and long shunt respectively.
It is assumed that
(1) Assumptions 1,2,3, and 4 of Section 1 apply.
(2) If a transient increase of the current
traversing the primary of the transformer
causes a decrease in that traversing the
secondary, M is positive and the windings 
uare cumlatiVQ.
(3) If a transient increase of the current 
traversing the primary of the transformer 
causes an increase in that traversing the 
secondary, M is negative and the windings 
are differential.
Let i, ij , i% , he the currents flowing in the 
load, armature, and field circuits respect­
ively.
e, eT , the total and terminal e.m.f's, 
generated respectively.
Z, Z, , Z^ , the impedances of the load, 
armature and field circuits respectively.
R, R, , R J} the resistances of the load, 
armature and field circuits respectively.
Then considering the figure 2,/
14,
Chapter 2. Section Z_♦
figure 2,
0 — Kij.+ V s Z, i, + Bj ••.•••••••••••*•• (1)
al so
©T = Z^+Mpi = Zi-f-Mpi* ............. . (2)
and
i, = 1, - i ........................ (3)
From (2) and (3) by eliminating i* , we have,
i, = ( 2 —  Mp ) i +. i .......... . (4)
1 ( Z% —  Mp )
From (1) and (3),
K(i, —  i) +v = Z, i.-t-ZJi, -i)-t-Mpi ........  (5)
Substituting the value of i, from (4) in (5) and 
reducing, we obtain,
p*i + Ppi-t-Q( i —  S) - 0 ............ (6)
in which
P - HL.+ B.L+-BL,+ B R .  L. -t- B.L. - 8R.M —  KL+KM ,
LL + LLS+ L, L, — 2L, M —  M*
q _ BR, ■+■ HR, +- R, R* **■ KR ,
LL,+ LL,-(- - 8L,lT—  M*
S - ________ M _
RR, +• RR̂-i- R, R̂  —  KR
For the connection shown in Figure 3, (long shunt
conditions,) the constants F, Q,, and S, become,
p - BL.+- R.L-cRLj-*- R̂ L-v R,Lt-t- RtL, + 2RM -KL + KM ,
LL, +- LL̂  L, Lj + SIM - M*
q - BR, + RR,. + R, R,. —  KR ,
LL, +• LL* + L, L*+ 2IM - M1
S = ________ 2*1_______  •
RHj •+* RR2 R, — KR
If M is made zero in the above expressions for P,
the value of both short and long shunt couplings becomes/
the same a rtf this is the value for a plain shunt dynamo.
It is of interest to notice that P cannot in this case /
Chapter 2. Section 2.
case become zero. From this it is inferred that a 
shunt dynamo cannot maintain oscillationsmof itself.
As demonstrated in Section 1 (p.10) the denominator of 
P cannot be negative and the expression for the numerator 
in the case of a plain shunt dynamo is
RL.+ R.L+RL** R̂ L-HR, L*RJL, - XL .
This expression contains only one negative term, KL, 
but in such a machine where v is small,
K = R* (approx.) 
and the resulting expression,
RL, +- R, L+RL%+ R,L^ R,L, 
is essentially positive.
Although a shunt generator may produce an oscillatory 
discharge under sudden changes of load it would thus 
appear that this condition cannot be maintained, whereas
when mutual inductance is present between the armature
and shunt circuits an inspection of the values that P
may attain makes the maintenance of oscillation not only
possible, but probable.
Theoretically also the series dynamo cannot produce 
and maintain oscillations without external aid, for if,
e = K i = zi.............. (a)
is the equation for the total e.m.f. generated in the 
armature of a series dynamo, then,
Lpi +( R - K )i r 0   (b)
Differentiating (b) we have,
p* i -h [R ~-K| pi s* 0   (o)
from which it will be noted that,
q = o
hence oscillatory discharge or maintained oscillations 
are not possible.
Reverting to the values of P, Q, and S, derived 
from equation (6) for the long shunt (Fig. 3) and making/
16.
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making H and L each zero, that is, short circuiting the 
dynamo terminals, the numerator of P becomes
R, R*L,+ KM, 
naturally, a similar expression to that obtained in 
Section 1.
As before, take for example, generator A the 
parameters of which for neutral brush position are as 
follows :-
R, r 3,5. ohms. L, = henries.
R»* = 1 ohm. Lx = R henries.10
and using the figures for the transformer assumed 
previously (p. 11,) the circuit parameters become 
SHORT SHUNT. LONG SHUNT.
R = ? L =I&> R r ?  L = 0
-a - 3-5 t 1 „ 4 aH' " lO1" L - " R. - IB* 1. ■ | 3
R, = 1.5. ? i . 1.5 L> , 4
1*41 1 ATM = - M s -  iizi.10* 10*
In a shunt machine, K is approximately H x .
If, however, the generator A was run at its normal speed
of 3000 r.p.m., the field winding, if directly connected
across the brushes, would be seriously overloaded, but
this may be easily overcome in practice by running the
machine at a much lower speed.
SHORT SHPNT for P = 0,
R(L,+ I* ) + R(L+R, L*+- R*L, -2R.M + KM = 0
and Q, = RR, +- R, Ra,_______________   ̂ always positive.
LL, + LL* + L, Lz - SL~ir= M*
LONG SHUNT for P = 0
R(L, 4- L*+2M) + R, Lj, + R* L, + KM = 0
and Q, s RR, + R, R*_____________  ? always positive.
LL, +■ LL* + L, L*- 2IM ~ M*
It is clear that in both these cases, the value of/
1?.
Chapter 2. Section 2.
of P can be zero and Q is always positive, therefore 
maintained osoillations are to be expected.
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CONSIDERATION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF PRODUCING 
AND MAINTAINING OSCILLATIONS IN A DINAMO CIRCUIT 
CONTAINING NO MUTUAL INDUCTANCE BY MEANS OF A 
FORCING FREQUENCY IN PHASE WITH FREE FREQUENCY 
OF THE CIRCUIT.
It has been indicated in the proceeding sections that 
maintained oscillatory currents are to be expected under 
certain conditions from the proposed circuits, and if 
such oscillations occur the residual magnetisms of the 
field systems of the dynamos in question will change 
with each current reversal.
It will be indicated later that even with separately 
excited dynamos the generation of maintained osoillations 
is possible if mutual inductance of a forcing impulse 
is present. In dynamos of ordinary construction having 
series windings on the poles or with brushes displaced 
from the neutral, mutual inductance between the armature 
and field windings is always present. The most 
convenient way in which to provide a forcing frequency in 
phase with the free frequency of the load or armature 
circuit is to transmit to the field system of the dynamo 
a magnetising impulse by means of a series winding in 
the armature or load circuit but as previously mentioned 
this would introduce mutual inductance which will, at 
least, complicate the problem. If however, the dynamo 
is so constructed that the shunt and series windings 
occupy separate magnetic systems, the interference between 
these windings is eliminated. Such machines are actually 
in use, and Figure 4 indicates a suitable arrangement.
The skeleton connection diagrams, Figures 5, and 6, 
are those of compound wound machines with short and/
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and long shunt couplings.
It is assumed that,
(1) Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, of Section 2 apply.
(2) Mutual inductance has been eliminated by 
special construction, ( such as indicated in 
Figure 4,) or by means of an injection trans­
former .
Let i, i, , i* , be the currents flowing in the load| 
armature, and field circuits respectively, 
e, eT , the total and terminal e.m.f^. generated 
respectively.
Z, Zt , Z* , the impedance of load, armature, and 
field circuits respectively.
R, R, , R a , the resistance of the load, armature 
and field circuits respectively.
L, L, , L x , the inductances of the load, armature,
and field circuits respectively.
N, the ratio Series turns.
Shunt
Then considering Figure 5, we have,
Z = H+Lp, Z, - R,+ L,p, Z, = R^+LjP
Also
e . KUjt+NiJ+Y = z,i,+ eT ...............  (1)
and
eT = Z^i* = Zi ..................... •....  (2)
and
i* = i, - i .........................  (3)
By eliminating i* from (2) and (3),
= f i - 1 ................(4)
and from (1) and (3) we have,
K(i, - i + Ni)+v = Z,i,+ Zi ..............(5)
Substituting the value of i, from (4) in (5) and
reducing givestj
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gives,
KZi + KNẐ i-t Z*v = ZZ, i + ZZ*i + Z, Z^i , 
giving the Z*s their values and reducing gives,
p*i+Ppi+Q(i - S) z 0  (6)
where
P = RL.+ R, L + BLa+ RaL-HR,La + R*L, - KL - KEfT ,
LL, + LL* + L,L*
Q, = RRfi- RRX+ R,R^ - KR - mRz
LL, + LI* +■ L, \  7
and
S = ______________________  .
RR, + RRZ+ R, Ra - KR - KNR*
For the connection shown in Figure 6, ( long shunt 
conditions,) the constants P, q, and S, become
P = RL, i- R,L->-RL^ R^L+R.L^ R,L, - KL - KNL -KNL*
LL| + LIî *t* L, L*
q = RR, 4- RRZ + R, R* - KR - KNR - KNR* ,
IX, + LL  ̂~fr* L, Lx
and
s r __________ BjV______________
RR,+ RR̂ -k H, Rj - KR - KNR - KNR^ '
If N is made zero in the expression for P and 
q the values for both short and long shunt couplings 
become the same and these are the values for a plain 
shunt machine. As in section 2, maintained oscillations 
are not possible.
In this case, as in the preceeding sections, the 
denominator of P is always positive. Considering the 
long shunt machine, (Figure 6,) and making R and L 
zero, ( short circuiting the dynamo terminals,) the 
numerator of P becomes,
H A  + H»L, - KNL* 
naturally a similar expression to those obtained in /
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in sections 1 and 2, (ppI0,16,) indicating that the 
problems are similar, and that maintained oscillations 
are also possible in this case*
An examination of the values of P and Q, for 
both short and long shunts indicates, particularly in 
the latter case, that it would be difficult to make P 
zero or negative, without affecting Q, similarly. It 
is not however, to be inferred from this that maintained 
oscillations are not possible, as the mathematics 
merely indicates that it is not possible to produce main­
tained oscillations in a generator with a level or 
rising volt-ampere characteristic. It is to be noted 
in this connection that only positive values of N ,
( cumulative winding,) will reduce the value of P to 
zero or less,which indicates that maintained oscillatory 
conditions can only appear in a generator having a falling 
characteristic.
This statement may be clarified if it is realised 
that under any vibratory conditions two stores of energy 
are essential, one of which is in a position to receive 
the energy given out by the other. In the case of 
dynamo circuits these two sources are clearly,
(1) the field magnetic system, and
(2) the load and armature circuits including 
their magnetic systems.
Under suitable conditions there can be an energy 
exchange between these in such a manner that when the 
field magnetism is falling, the armature, compensating, 
and other conductors are storing lines around them, thus 
absorbing the energy excess released from the field.
The necessary condition for oscillatory discharge 
in this case is a falling field magnetism, or generated 
e.m.f., accompanied by an increase in the armature/
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armature current. To convert this discharge into a 
maintained oscillation a further condition is required, 
and this is, that ‘a forcing frequency of the same 
period and approximately the same phase is necessary. 
Mathematical investigation shows that an impulse 
provided by a suitably disposed series winding is 
sufficient to maintain oscillations once started.
It may be of some interest at this stage to compare 
the proposed method with the usual electrical, or R-L-C, 
method of producing and maintaining oscillations. In 
the former both energy stores are magnetic and together 
with the maintaining mechanism contained within the 
generator itself may be termed, "resonance excitation." 
In the latter, a condenser, inductance and alternator 
are required, the alternator terminal voltage providing 
the forcing inpulse. The transformer method discussed 
in Sections 1 and 2 is also a form of resonance excit­
ation, the only difference between the two being that the 
field obtains its impulse through the transformer 
secondary when correctly coupled. An example will 
serve to illustrate this point.
Suppose a dynamo, connected as in Figure 2, is run­
ning on open circuit and is suddenly short circuited.
If the transformer secondary is coupled so that M is 
negative, there will be an immediate positive impulse 
impressed on the field winding similar to that which would 
be due to an increasing load current in a cumulatively 
connected series winding. Immediately after the short 
circuiting switch is closed, the field magnetism is fall­
ing but the actual m.m.f. of the field winding is increas­
ing -- exactly what happens in the case under discussion.
So far in this section the absence of the equations 
for a aumulatively wound drooping characteristic machine/
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machine hajg prevented the working out of a numerical 
example. In Section 5 however, the equations for a 
separately excited welding generator are given, and it 
is clearly indicated there that, even when separately 
excited, such a machine can be arranged to start and 
maintain oscillations. In Section 5 the necessary 
conditions, ( cumulative compound winding and falling 
characteristic,) are obtained by means of a negative 
e.m.f., proportional to the load current, injected into 




MATHEMATICS OF THE GENERAL CASE OF A COMPOUND 
MACHINE HAVING MUTUAL INDUCTANCE & SERIES 
IMPULSE.
The connection diagrams shown in Figures 5 and 6 
apply in this case, hut the circuit equations require 
modification to include the existence of mutual induct-
i
ance between the shunt and series windings.
SHORT SHUNT CASE. Figure 5.
Using the symbols shown in Section 3, (p.^ )j the 
equations are
e s K(ix*Ni) + v = Z,it* ev .............  (1)
eT s Z A +  TO* = Zi + Mpi^ .............   (3)
î  * i, - i ..............................  (3)
From equations (2) and (3) eliminating ir we have,
i, = ( 2 ~ ̂ P Ji + i ..................   . (4)‘ ( ZK- Mp )
From equations (1) and (3) we have,
K( i, - i ♦ Ni ) + v = Z,i, + Z^ ( i, - i )+Mpi ..(5)
substituting the value of i, from (4) in (5) and
reducing gives,
p* i Ppi +■ Q(i - S) = 0  (6)
where
p _ RL, * H,L»RI^ RJ, -vR.L^ R̂ L, - 2RtM - KL+KM ~KNL^KNM
LL, + LLfcL4L k - 2L,M -
Q _ RR, RRX R ^  - KR - KNR*. ,
LL, ♦ LL^ + L.L^ - 2L,M - M v
and
S =_ R*jr______ _  .
RR, * RRt R.R^- KR - KNR^
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LONG SHOUT CASE. Figure 6.
e - K( 1,+ Ni, ) + v - Z,i,+ Mpi„+ eT  ....  (1)
eT = Z% Mpi, = zi .................  (3)
i* . i, - i .............................. (3)
From equations (2) and (3) eliminating iv we have,
i, r t ) i   (4)( Zt+Mp )
from (1) and (3) we have,
K(i, - i+Ni, ) + v = Z, i, + Mp( i, - i ) + Zi .... (5)
Substituting the value of i, from (4) in (5) and
reducing gives,
px i+Ppi+Q( i - S ) = 0   (6)
where
p  m  RLt + R, L + RLX+ R̂ L+R, 3I M  - KL+KM - KNL - KNLt
LL,+ LLj+ L, Lv 1- ZIM - M*-
q _ HR, -v RRwt R,RV - KR - KNR - KNRL,
LL, ♦ LLv-«- L, L^+ 2IM - M 1-
and
S =   •
RR, + RR^ + R, Rx- KR - KNR - KNR1
This section is chiefly interesting because the 
results developed here contain the results of the three 
proceeding sections.
The reasons for developing the argument in this way
are
(1) To simplify it.
(2) To show and discuss separately the three
different methods by which maintained 
oscillations can be produced.
An inspection of the values of p and Q, in this
26.
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this section for both shunt couplings show that, with 
cumulative series windings involving also positive 
mutual inductance, that it will be more difficult to 
produce oscillations than with the series impulse 
removed to a separate magnetic system, ( see Figure 
4,) where g is absent.
It follows therefore that with compound wound 
machines as usually constructed,self-excitation on 
low frequency will not readily occur.
. v O i - i ^  i;v ' K u > %
V'j . 1.
y f  fl-.: .. L-. •-'* A
A , ■ : - v a $&&& i>f . -i-£ £ i-
-  ̂■ --
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CONSIDERATION OF THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN 
THE DESIGN OF DROOPING CHARACTERISTIC WELDING 
DYNAMOS FOR SUPPLYING INDIVIDUAL METAL ARCS,
WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SOME RECENT MACHINES.
EQUATIONS FOR ARMATURE AND FIELD CURRENTS BASED 
ON THE LINEAR THEORY.
EFFECTS OF SUDDEN LOAD CHANGES IN THE CIRCUITS 
OF A DYNAMO WITH LAMINATED FIELD SYSTEM AND 
COMPENSATING WINDINGS.
POSSIBILITY OF MAINTAINED OSCILLATIONS WITH 
SEPARATE EXCITATION AND DUE TO MUTUAL 
INDUCTANCE OR SERIES IMPULSE.
The drooping characteristic or direct current self 
regulating dynamo for supplying individual welding arcs 
is of recent introduction and is now almost universally 
employed where A.C. power supplies are not available 
and even in many cases where such supplies are to hand.
A reduction in the circuit voltage of this machine 
usually takes place through a reduction in the field 
magnetism and if the change takes place quickly, a 
sudden increase, beyond normal, of the load current is 
usually due to the magnetic energy discharge of the 
field. The discharge of such machines is analogous in 
many respects to the classical case of the Leyden jar, 
and may follow approximately,
(1) an exponential law,
(2) a damped oscillatory law,
(3) a damped oscillatory law on a displaced base.
If, in particular, mutual inductance between the
primary and secondary circuits is present, the load 
current may be made to oscillate violently and contin­
uously at a value and frequency depending on the load 
and other circuit conditions.
Low frequency current surging has been brought ta 
the notice of welding operators by the mechanise! /
§7A.
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mechanical impulse transferred to the hand controlling 
the electrode.
In welding with the metal arc it is essential that 
the machine characteristic must intersect the arc 
characteristic, otherwise the arc will he extinguished. 
Surging of the arc current is therefore undesirable. 
Further, the recovery from short to open circuit voltage 
must be reasonably fast in order to maintain a satisfact­
ory arc. It has now been fairly well established that 
if the overshoot of the dynamo characteristic is not 
more than twice the steady short circuit value when 
switching from open circuit, this will be satisfactory, 
also an almost instantaneous recovery from short circuit 
to over 30 volts with a gradual rise to full open circuit 
voltage in about Jth second thereafter represents 
satisfactory operation,7
(7 Willey, "Electric Arc Welding Machines" )
( The Welding Industry, Vol. 4, No. 5, )
( June, 1936. )
Modern types of drooping characteristic welding 
dynamos can be included under the following heads
(1) Separately excited, differentially wound,8
(2) Separately excited, split pole type,8
(3) Cross-field, or Rosenberg type,
(4) Self excited, compound, cumulatively wound.
8( Third brush excitation is occasionally )
( used in place of separate excitation. )
Type (1) is represented by the diagram of 
connections shown in Figure 7, the dotted lines showing 
the possible addition of an impulse transformer which 
is frequently added to reduce the mutual inductance 
of the differentially wound field windings of the dynamo.
The Rosenberg dynamo is described in many j
2£.
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&many publications 53 ,
(9 Elektrotechnishe Zeitshrift, Vol.26, p.393,(1905) )
( and Vol. 27, p.1035, (1906.) )
( The Electrician, Vol.55, p.297, (1905,) and Vol.58 )
( p.372, (1906.) )
while the self excited compound dynamo is chiefly inter­
esting because the mutual inductance of the field wind­
ings is helpful and tends to eliminate transient depart­
ure from the steady state characteristic without the 
use of an impulse transformer.
Referring again to type (1), (Figure 7,) and 
assuming the absence of magnetic saturation, the volt- 
ampere characteristic is approximately linear and adjust­
ment of the current for various sizes of electrodes is 
usually obtained by diverting the series opposition 
winding and varying the resistance of the separately 
excited field.
Type (2) has also an approximately linear volt- 
ampere characteristic but the current adjustment in this 
case is usually obtained by movement of the dynamo 
brushes. The auxiliary poles of this machine are simply 
wide interpoles, and if the brushes are moved forward 
from the centre position the interpole flux creates a 
back e.m.f. in the armature conductors and at the same 
time a portion of the armature m.m.f. opposes the main 
pole m.m.f. Due to this double effect, the current 
value for a given voltage is sensitive to brush position*
In type (3) the shape of the volt-ampere character­
istic, and the method of current adjustment are well 
known.9
In type (4) the drooping characteristic is usually 
obtained by a fairly high internal and a stabilising 
external resistance. The high internal resistance 
enables the shunt windings automatically to control the /
29.
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the terminal voltage to give at least the character­
istic required for maximum current operation and the 
external resistance provides stability at low values of 
the field flux. Series, or partly series, and shunt 
field regulation give the necessary adjustment for 
smaller current values.
Figure 9 shows the coupling arrangement of the
machine which it is now proposed to examine more partic­
ularly. The machine is provided with a laminated stator 
having compensating and field windings contained in slots* 
The compensating winding allows the generator to be 
designed with a strong armature, a weak field, and a 
small air-gap, and also the provision of a series 
opposition m.m.f. from the armature, if desired, by 
rocking the brushes forward of the neutral. The amount 
of brush movement from the neutral need only be small 
because,
(a) there is a back m.m.f. present,
(b) there is soma flux'from the compensating wind­
ing creating an opposition e.rn.f.,
(o) the armature may be strong, and the field weak,
(d) it may be of the copper-type design, the internal
IR drop of the machine is high at maximum short 
circuit current.
The field winding is supplied directly from a shunt 
wound exciter giving an approximately constant e.m.f., of 
much lower value than the main generator open circuit 
voltage 10 ,
('* Figure 9 shows this exciter replaced by a )
( battery. )
Examining Figure 9, when the regulating contact 
X is at 0 and the brushes suitably set, the welding 
generator will operate on its maximum volt-ampere /
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volt-ampere characteristic. As the point X moves 
along the resistance OY, for every position in which 
it rests, there will he a new volt-ampere characteristic. 
Not only does the variable resistance OX provide a 
small amount of series control, but the drop across it 
provides a.back e.m.f. in the main generator field it­
self, reducing the current in it to nearly zero on short 
circuit for a comparatively small drop in the series 
resistance.
If, for example, the exciter gives 10 volts at its 
terminals, and the open circuit e.m.f. of the generator 
is 60 volts, the regulator will only require to deal 
with l/6th of the energy loss that would be necessary 
for pure series regulation alone between the voltage of 
the maximum characteristic and the point considered.
This method of control gives,
(a) A large range of current values with a single 
handle adjustment and low watt control,
(b) approximately the same open circuit voltage 
for all sizes of electrodes,
(o) efficient operation for all sizes of electrodes.
In the interests of power consumption it is better 
to obtain the maximum volt-ampere characteristic by 
giving the generator brushes sufficient forward lead, 
but the machine can be conveniently arranged to give a 
drooping characteristic with the brushes either at, or 
back from, the neutral with some loss in operating 
efficiency in each case. This is done by increasing 
the resistance OY, and preferably limiting the travel 
of X to some point 0, , the resistance of 00,
being sufficient to obtain the maximum desired volt- 
ampere characteristic.
Oscillograph records can be made for several brush/
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brush positions equivalent to the mutual inductance 
between the field winding, the back armature m.m.f., 
being positive, zero, or negative. The equations 
representing these three conditions are given below.
CALCULATION BY MEANS OF THE LINEAR EQUATION OF 
ARMATURE AND FIELD CURRENTS IN A DROOPING 
CHARACTERISTIC WELDING GENERATOR OF THE 
COMPENSATED TYPE.
Let i, î  , be the currents in the armature and field 
circuits respectively,
Z, Z , the impedances of the armature and field 
circuits respectively. Zx does not include 
the variable resistance OX. 
r, the resistance of OX,
E^jthe constant exciter voltage, 
nx,the total number of turns on the generator 
field winding, 
n, the equivalent effective turns of the armature 
winding produced by displacement of the brushes. 
N, the ratio n/nl ,
ev the terminal voltage of the generator, 
e, the total generated e.m.f., and is proportional 
to the m.m.f., of each pole of the generator.
Then
e = K( Ni ) 
where J may be positive ( cumulative.)
negative ( opposed.) 
or zero.
The e.m.f., e is consumed by,
(1) the impedance of the main circuit,
(2) the mutual inductive reactance of the main 
field circuit on the armature, and
(3) by the IR drop over OX which is /
32.
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is
r(i+ix ) , therefore,
e - K( i^* Ni ) - Zi+ Mpix+ r(i+ i^ ) ......  (1)
E* = zih + MPi+ ri ......................  (2)
from (2) we have,
it = »«. - MP1 ~ rl.... ...................  (3)
Substituting the value of from (8) in (1) gives,
K(E^ —Mpi-ri + Z^ Ni) = ZZ*^i-Mlpl i-2rMpi + Z^ri+rE^
- r*-i ....(4)
Replaoing Z, Z t , by their values and reducing gives,
p*i + Ppi + Q(i - S) = o......................  (5)
where
P - RLt+ R,L ♦' H.,+ KM - KHI^ - 2rM ,
LLk - M*-
q _ RR„ + rR,> Kr - KNR^ - r*~ ,
LL,, - M*
and
« = (K - r} .RR,* rR,* Kr - KNRt- rl
1 S S = Ex (K - r) .......  (6)
RRj+ rRt*Kr - KNR„ - r
is a solution of equation (5) for static conditions.
To obtain the static volt-ampere characteristic, 
suppose the arc replaced by an external resistance
R0 so that B becomes,Ext.
E = Bgxt + RInt
Then
i = E ̂  (K - r) - R^ eT     (7)
RiJRInt + r - KN)+ Kr - rl
from which i s 0 gives the light load, or open /
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open circuit voltage.
eT = % (K - r) ..................   (8)
and when eT = 0 , the short circuit current is given
by,
i = B x tK ~ r).............    (9)
Rx R̂Int + r “ KN) + Kr - r*
The expressions for the values of P, Q, and S, 
can he simplified for both neutral and forward brush 
positions. When the brushes are in the neutral, N
and M are zero giving,
p = RL,+ R-.L-rL,
LL,
Q rRt+ Kr ,
LL,
S ii ( K - r )
RR. +X rRx+ Kr
When the brushes are forward r may be zero to 
give the maximum characteristic, and P, Q, and S
- Bln* RyL+KM - KNL1 ,
LLt - M*-
— RR*. — KNKl ,
LL,, - U l
= ^  •
RR^ - KNR t
It should be noted that when the brushes are back 
from the neutral the values for pf Q, and S, are 
unchanged and N and M are to be considered positive
whereas for the forward brush positions, both N and
M are negative.
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by eliminating pix from equation (2), and is given by
î  - Upi + Vi + ff   ............. (10)
where
IT - H l l _ l  J ?  ’
♦
y _ RL,+ rL, - rM - KNLV ,
P —
and
<f> = R^M + KL,, - rL .
The general solution of equation (5) for oscillatory 
conditions is
i = A0, + B0U + S ........... (11)
where 04 = sinwt
and 0M = eWr coswt,
also
ij = (AbU - BcoU +* AV)9X+ (AwU+ BbU + BV)9.»
+ (VS + W) .... (12)
which is obtained by inserting the value of i  and pi, 
equation (10).
The equations for this section have been worked out 
completely, as they will be freely used later.
Meanwhile the possibility of producing maintained 
oscillations with separate excitation due to
(1) Mutual Inductance between load and field 
circuits.
and (2) A forcing frequency due to the current in the 
load circuit, 
will be investigated
(i) Consider again the dynamo of the welding 
generator unit A and use the figures for the /
35,
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the transformer already assumed and employed in previous 
sections. The connection diagram is again Figure 9, 
with the addition of the transformer between the load 
and field circuits.
The table below gives the circuit parameters 













For P r 0
KL** R̂ L+rLj,-*- KM - 2i$I ~ 0
from which









Regarding this frequency,the same reservations 
apply here as were applied to the result of the example 
in Section 2, (p. 19.)
(2) For this example consider generator A, 
again coupled as a separately excited machine, ( Figure 
9.) Table33 provides the parameters for neutral brush 
position. It is assumed that a series impulse is 
imposed without the introduction of magnetic linkage 
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q • RR** rR*+ Kr - KNR* - r*
LL,
For P = 0,
RL,*4* R^L + rL, - KNL, = 0 ,
hence,
N — RLt + Bĵ L +*rL̂  •
The value of N can he calculated from the circuit 
parameters of the generator for neutral hrush position, 
assuming for convenience that it is operating without 
external load.
The parameters are :-
R = 2^5 L =. i±210* 10*
R, = 1 L, 2* - - *5
r = 2,6 k s 8
10*
Turns in field winding are 120, henoe 
N m Q *SIcF
By definition N s number of series turns/number of
field turns.
Therefore,
Series Turns a Unity (approximately.)
We have now,
f s 0. Q = 775
z 55,7 f ■ 8*9 cycles/sec.
By the provision of the auxiliary core suggested 
in Section 3, Figure 4, to addomodate the series impulse 
turn, the R and L values used above would be 
materially altered, particularly if the second, or 
"booster", core is made of the same dimensions as the 
first. However, by making
R s 5 ohms and L = 2.6 henries
16* W
37.
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a reasonable allowance would be provided for the pro­
posed alteration. Using these figures, the new value of 
N and the frequency are respectively,
N - f - 2.6 cycles/sec.l(r
In practice however, to provide for an impulse in 
this manner, the booster core need not be more than 
about 10$ of the length of the main core, and therefore 
the new values of R and L need not be appreciably 
greater then the original values for this dynamo.
The linear theory indicates quite clearly that (2) 
is not only possible but probable where and when the 
essential conditions are fulfilled, namely
(a) where the generator discharge is naturally 
oscillatory,
(b) when the generator has a drooping volt-ampere 




CONSIDERATION OE THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN 
THE DESIGN OF CONSTANT CURRENT POWER DYNAMOS 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE METHODS OF 
EXCITATION EMPLOYED IN ORDER TO OBTAIN QUICK 
RESPONSE TO SUDDEN LOAD CHANGES.
EQUATIONS FOR THE ARMATURE, FIELD, AND 
ABUTMENT CURRENTS BASED ON THE LINEAR THEORY.
THE CAUSE AND CURE OF THE TENDENCY TO SELF- 
EXCITE AND PRODUCE LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS 
IN SOME CONSTANT CURRENT DYNAMOS.
11Since the time of Thuryrs early transmission 
system employing dynamos and motors with electro­
mechanical
#11 " *( Highfield - Transmission of Energy )
( Journal I.E.E., Vol.38,1907 p. 471 )
brush moving gears, constant current systems utilizing
yof more orthodox design have been mhrodciceclj
dynamos and motors^for driving machines which require
to he stalled frequently under limited torque and which
also have to work through a considerable speed range.
Many thousands of horse power of electric motors
are now working on constant current D.C. circuits,
operating dock gates, capstans, caissons, diggers and
shipsf machinery on some of the largest liners afloat.
Of these systems the modern Thury, the Alsthom,
( French Thomson-Houston Company,) and the Austin have
had considerable application.
aThe Austin dynamo isimplification of the Thury 
and assuming a source of constant voltage supply, 
consists of a main dynamo the field of which is supplied 
from a differentially wound exciter of special design. 
Figure 10 shows the skeleton connection diagram for the 
Austin system, while Figure 11 gives that for the Thury. 
Inspection of these diagrams shows that the Austin is 
merely the Thury without the impulse transformer /
39.
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transformer, T, and compound winding C. The absence 
of these two units is made up in the Austin system by 
the special exciter design.
Regarding the Alsthom system, this consists of a 
special convertor on Metadyne, ( not a dynamo,) used to 
convert a constant voltage supply to one of M l  constant 
current. Since this apparatus is of limited application 
it is not proposed to deal with it here.
SOME DESIGN CONDITIONS AFFECTING QUICK RESPONSE
UNDER SUDDEN LOAD CHANGES.
In large constant current power dynamos the energy 
stored in the magnetic field is considerable and its 
release may cause considerable damage if proper steps 
are not taken for it̂ s control. To obtain quick 
response it is desirable that
(a) The field system of the main generator, at 
least, should be completely laminated,
(b) the armature cross field should be eliminated 
by means of compensating windings, and
(0) the design should follow generally that of 
single phase A.C. commutator,motors where 
applicable.
When suitable compensating windings are used copper- 
type designs are possible, and this leads to the follow­
ing advantages
(1) For a given number of poles, the flux per 
pole and air gap length can be reduced and the 
inductance, stored energy, and time of build­
ing up the field will then vary rapidly with 
variations in these quantities.
(2) Although the introduction of the compensating
. winding reduces the inductance of the armature /
40.
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armature winding, the added inductance due to the
increased armature strength, along with the leakage of 
the compensating winding itself, together compensate for 
the loss of the cross field.
(3) The reduced commutator section voltage due to 
the absence of field distortion is an import­
ant improvement in large constant current power 
dynamos.
(4) The extra iron loss due to distortion in 
uncompensated machines is absent.
(5) By using distributed field and compensating 
windings, and skewing the stator slots one 
slot pitch, the amplitude of the polar flux 
pulsation is reduced to a minimum.
As (1) is of some considerable importance it may be
of interest to indicate, by means of an example, the 
rate of variation of the quantities mentioned. These 
can be expressed in designer's terms thus
L (henry) = i* x 10
P - Energy/pole, (watt - <j> x ATs
seconds) g * 2.0s
Time to build up field to 90$ of full value
- t = £.5*<t)x ATs
w  x 10®
where <() z flux per pole, ( e.g.s. lines )
ATs r ampere turns/pole
i z current in winding, ( amps )
w = energy loss in each field coil 
z= i r watts.
Assume that by the assistance of a compensating /
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compensating winding the armature strength is doubled,
the air gap length is halved, and by using a ballast 
resistance in the field circuit, the current i and 
the watts w  are increased by 100$. The new values 
become,
L, = L * i * * X * = - § 8 L
energy, * £ P
and t, - t x J xi x i - JL t
4 16
COMPARISON WITH A.C. DBSIGN PRACTICE.
A comparison with A.C. practice is useful when 
considering the design of these dynamos, for they work 
under conditions in which the field flux is, or may 
be, changing rapidly. Thus with A.C. commutator 
motors it is usual to keep the flux per pole as low 
as possible by increasing the armature strength and the 
number of poles. It is also usual to provide the arm­
ature with
(a) an odd number of coils per slot,
(b) a winding pitch other than a multiple of the 
number of slots,
(c) a fractional pitch winding sufficiently 
short to reduce to a minimum the mutual 
inductive effect of the coils under commutat­
ion.
These minimize the perturbing effects of the 
commutation phenomena when the flux is changing.
In a constant current power circuit it is usual to
cone d i f ech'oTt to  fu ll fcower iny 
switch the motor from full power inĵ the opposite direction/
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direction and this is not a condition which affects the 
generator or circuit seriously because the motor field 
strength and therefore its back e.m.f, cannot change 
instantaneously. If, however, the generator terminals, 
when on full load, are short circuited, or the constant 
current circuit opened by accident and closed again, 
the field energy released in either case, is consider­
able, and the more nearly the design of the generator 
follows A.C. practice the better will be its performance 
under these severe conditions.
COMPARISON WITH A.C. EXCITATION VALUES.
In a 50 cycle A.C. system the crest voltage changes 
from positive to negative values in l/100th second and 
from maximum positive to zero in 1/200th part of a 
second with corresponding changes in the generator flux. 
An illustration of the amount of power required for 
these rapid changes can be acquired from the knowledge 
that an induction motor having a power factor of 71$ 
requires the same amount of power for magnetising as it 
gives in useful power, that is, if it were separately 
excited the exciter would require to be of the same size 
and rating as the main motor.
r
If a constant current generator were short circuited 
when working at full load no damage would be likely to 
occur if the current were to swing up to, say, 5 times 
full load value for a fraction of a second and from this 
point of view alone, satisfactory operation would be 
obtained with an exciter of l/5th the continuous capacity 
of the main generator.
/
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FIELD AND COMPENSATING WINDINGS 
FOR CONSTANT CURRENT GENERATORS.
By arranging the armature winding correctly and 
fixing the air gap length in compensated D.C. dynamos, 
complete armature compensation oan he provided and good 
commutation obtained without the addition of local 
interpole coils. In recent designs, the compensating 
winding has been arranged as one phase of a two-phase, 
double layer, half span winding, the other phase being 
used for field excitation. By arranging the armature 
winding with a short span, it has been possible completely 
to compensate the armature m.m.f. at all points, leav­
ing sufficient flux at the neutral point only to ensure 
satisfactory commutation at all loads. The field wind­
ing is usually excited with a comparatively high current 
from a low voltage source, thus enabling the main gener­
ator to have duplicate windings for field and compensat­
ing purposes.
A generator of this design is not only more suitable 
from the point of view of operation, but is smaller, 
cheaper, and more efficient, then the non-compensated 
salient pole type.
ARRANGEMENT AND CAPACITY OF EZCITBR.
With constant current power dynamos the regulating 
features are included within the exciter and this re­
quires a separate source of supply for the abutment 
excitation, ( A, Figure 10.) The chief features of the 
Austin exciter ate :-
(a) its large transient capacity or high ceiling
voltage /
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(b) the low inductance of each of its field 
windings, and
(c) a ballast resistance in the abutment field.
Its mode of action is best illustrated by examples. 
Example 1.
Assume the main generator field required 100 
amperes at 10 volts to give full load on the generator, 
and that the exciter can give 100 volts before magnetic 
saturation of its field begins, that is, its ceiling 
voltage is over 100. Assume also that the abutment 
winding has a strength of 3000 ATs and that 100 ATs are 
sufficient to produce 10 volts, ( or full field,) at the 
exciter terminals. The strength of the series oppos­
ition is therefore 2900 ATs at full load and, compound­
ing neglected, the full load current is 29/30 of the no 
load value. As the current has fallen by 33$, the 
percentage regulation or current rigidity is here 3g$.
An exciter with about 5900 ATs total on each of its 
poles would require a lot of space for field copper and 
the mutual inductance between the windings would be large 
but a transient reduction of the line current to 2/3rds. 
of its value or a transient increase to 4/3rds. of its 
value would oause a sudden alteration of the impressed 
e.m.f. over the main generator field to 100 volts, thus 
producing an increased main field speed of operation 
of approximately 10 times its normal value.
Example 2.
In order to show the effect of increasing the size 
of the exciter, let it be assumed that its core length 
and all parts of the magnetic sections of the exciter are 
doubled, then 50 ATs will now be sufficient to produce
10 volts at its terminals for the same number of armature
45. _
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armature conductors and the same speed of rotation.
The abutment field can now be reduced to 1500 ATs with 
a series opposition giving 1450 ATs at full load.
Let it be assumed also that the opportunity has been taken 
to include a ballast resistance in the abutment circuit 
and so alter the conditions that the current flowing in 
this circuit is doubled. The following conditions are 
now evident
(a) the regulation or rigidity percentage is 
unaltered,
(b) the ceiling e.m.f. is now raised to 200 volts 
for the same alteration of the line current,
(o) the initial inductances of the exciter field 
windings are reduced to \ of their previous 
values because the turns in the abutment coil 
are reduced to J.
It is .Obvious that this process could be carried 
further with corresponding improvement in (b) and (c) 
or alternatively, advantage could be taken of the 
increased size to improve the percentage regulation.
An increase in the magnetic sections of the exciter 
does not mean either a proportionate increase in the 
weight or cost of the machine for not only is the weight 
of the field copper rapidly reduced with falling m.m.f., 
but the space occupied by it is also less, and this 
latter may mean overall reduction in the diameter of the 
magnet frame, further, the brushgear, commutator, and 
several mechanical parts will not be altered. Hence 
the Austin arrangement permits of reasonably economic 
design, and gives not only a very fast exciter but very 
good automatic regulation of the line current under 
static conditions, and because the natural regulation 
of the set is good, complete or overcompounding ©jan be /
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be obtained by rocking the exciter brushes backward a
Ylsmall amout from the neutral.
CALCULATION BY MEANS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OF THE
ARMATURE, FIELD, & ABUTMENT CURRENTY IN THtJRY &
AUSTIN CONSTANT CURRENT DYNAMO CIRCUITS UNDER
SUDDEN CHANGES OF LOAD.
Let i, i, , iR , be the armature, abutment, and field
currents respectively.
Z, Zt , Z^ , be the corresponding inpedamoes with 
corresponding R*s and Lfs.
Ef , the constant exciter voltage.
The following assumptions are made
(1) The excitation of the exciter, (abutment,) 
field is at constant voltage, i.e.,8, = constant.
(2) As the field structures of both exciter and 
main dynamo are assumed laminated, the eddy 
current effects in both machines may be
neglected.
(3) Except at maximum load, (voltage,) the satur­
ation of the main dynamo field is negligible 
and the exciter field has no saturation within 
its working range.
(4) As the speed of the set is constant, and 
magnetio saturation absent, the e.m.f., ê 
developed by the main dynamo armature is strict­
ly proportional to i* , i.e.
e = Kxi*
(5) As the series winding, S, (Figure 10,) is 
magnetically opposed to the abutment winding,
A, the e.m.f., generated in the exciter 
armature is proportional to (if - i), i.e.
«•
flhmptw %% &*
Jm  or3^r to simplify the ©aleulmt loans the 
turns of the abutment soil A are assumed 
equal to those of the series opposition S 
and E, can be adjusted to suit if tMs oiromt 
power loss is varied*
(7) The "reactions of the coils undergoing comm-.
utation in both main generator and editor are 
neglected.
The following relations apply :-
0 : Kj it = Zi+Mpi, ..... ** {1)
S, = Constant = Z, i,+ Mpi ********** (&}
®t - K,(if - i) = Ẑ i* ...........  m
Where M is the coefficient of mutual induction hetman 
coils A and S and Z z B + Lp,
Z f = r, + L, p, etc *
These equations are those for the Austin constant 
current dynamo circuit and, if the compounding coil is 
omitted, they are also the equations for the Thury 
circuit .
In equations (1) and (2), II is negative* but by 
the insertion of an impulse transformer* II may be
increased to a zero or positive value* If If is aere*
i, becomes constant, and the e.m.f* *s are simplified 
becoming,
0 r K21x - Zi .......... (A)
®, - Constant - R I# , .... (B)
et * K((i, - i) = ... («)
If M becomes positive, the change of the exciter 
e.m.f. ex will lead the change of the line current 
and will therefore anticipate to some extent the •/-
'48.
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the consequent change of i*. and by the use of the 
Thury transformer the overshoot of the characteristic 
is considerably reduced, provided the exciter is suit­
ably designed.
In the Austin system the exciter is made of large 
transient capacity which enables a considerable inherent 
reduction of M to be made, also since the abutment 
circuit has a relatively high power loss, these effects 
combined reduce the variation of if under load fluctua­
tions.
Eliminating i, and i*. from equation (1) and giving 
Z, Z, , Z x their values and reducing we have,
p3i + Pp*i + Qpi + u'(i -  s) = 0 ............ (4 )
where
P  . BL.L, + BtftU + BJtt. - .
Q = BH,I, + Jffl.1 , t- B.HtXi +. g.g,L. + g . K . M  ,
11,1, - M‘1,
O' = R. ( H H  + S . K J ,
LL, L2 - M'Lj
and
S  »   ,ffj_______R, (RR* + K,KZ)
Equation (4) may be completely solved by means of
the Heaviside expansion formula but as the work involved
is not appreciably less than the orthodox method, this
latter is used.
= T (B, - B,i,- Mpi) ......    (5)'Ut
“ i, { ........... <6>
Substitute (5) in (1) giving
Ejij = Hi + Ipi + | (E, - R,i, - Mpi ) ....... (7)
Differentiate (7) and replace £i,, i*, and j ) l x by their
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becomes





L, (LL,Lt - L*M )
f  ’
L? (HL, + B.l ) - - B.L.)
<>
_ I,? (SB, + g.g.)
<»>
W = MB. (Bill - R.Xia) and
(j>
<j> = E,E,I* + -B,I,).
Prom (1) i4 = + + )
■ g | Hi + Ipi + M(TpJi + Up*i + Vpi)J
M l .  , MU «•_, , (MV + L) . B .
■ i f 1 + i ?  1 + ( ±r )pl + 2* • • (9)
Assuming the motion to be oscillatory, the solution of
(4) is
I M In , ,
i  = a © + Be + ce + s ..........................  d o )
' l atwhere A,B,C are the terminal constants and 0 * e ,
•» bt ^,M bt0 =? e sin <̂ >t, 0 = e cos <wt.
Differentiating equation (10) 3 times gives
i rt____ __ (ipi » aA0 + D0 + F9
p*i * a* A0* + g &' + H e"'
p3i = a A0'+ J 0" + H ©"
where D = (Bb - Ce® ) , F = (Be? + Cb),
G * (Db - Pw ) , H = (Bm + Fb),
J *s (Gb — Hco ) , and IT = ( Geo + Hb) •
Inserting these values in (8) and (9) and reducing we 
have
i, = A,0* + B, 0* + G, 0*' + VS + W .........  (11)
1. = A„e' + B*. o" + c„e" + |  s ..................................... (1 2 )
where/
50 -
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where
A, « A( V + aU  + a*I),
B, * TO + UD + TG,
C( = VC + UP + TH,
A„ = B + (MV + L)a + MUa* + M T a 3]
B„ = £ jfiB + (MV + 1)D + MUG + M M  j
CM = g j BO + (MV + L)F + MOH + MTU j
Reverting to equations (A), (B) and (C)f the solution 
for M « 0 becomes
p*i + Ppi + Q(i-S) » 0 •••••••••'*.•(£)
where
„ Bfa+JLfc ,Iljj*
ij is obtained in terms of i and joi directly from 
equation (A) and is given by
i* « Upi + Vi  ...............  (E)
where U a g
and V =s
Assuming the motion to be oscillatory, the general 
solution of (D) is
i a a  e, + b e„ + S .......
where 0 , as b t . .e sin wt
and 0 . a bt ,e coscot
also SB a . e, + B„ e„ + c ......
where A., SS ABU - B cjU + AV
B „ SB AoU + BbU + BV
c„ as VS,





3?b.e following numerical cirouit parameters have 
been obtained from an Austin constant current generator 
(Reference letter E) of 250 amperes, 160 K.w. capacity.
The method of measurement and leading design data 
for the generator are given in Cbapter 5 together with 
open circuit characteristics for both main generator anl 
exciter. An approximate estimate of the current values 
i, i, , and i2 can now be made when switching from full 
(or any) load to say, light load (or short circuit) 
condition.
Circuit Data for Austin Constant Current 
generator No.11859.
R = ohm. I = yjjs henry K( «
Bi = XJjv " ^ = fe* " K, = 4.6
s» - TO* * K  = W " i a 5
7M = - ^ 4- henry.
Loss in abutment winding 625 watts.
Since the ratio of abutment to series opposition 
turns is 1, i, will have a constant steady value of 
250 amperes, whatever the load, also





(13) is obtained by replacing S,"now taken to be the/
E, « i,R,
B, i, * 625
E, « 2.5 volts,
i * S
KiKa Ei Ei jRa.e
B,(hh/+ k .k j  “ S,' “
52.
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the total circuit resistance (i.e., load plus internal), 
with j  , where e is the total generated e.m.f.
If the generator is working at 90$ full load 
(generating e « 605 volts) and is suddenly short cir­
cuited, then from (13)
i « 208 amperes
and from the open circuit characteristic, 
ia = 132 amperes.
Although the natural regulation (non-compounded) 
of this machine is over 16$, in practice the static value 
current was maintained within .03$ of 250 amps., from 
zero to 640 volts with only a slight displacement of 
the exciter brushes. As the equations are formed on 
the basis of no compounding,the terminal conditions for
t = 0
will be taken as i = 208 amperes
i, = 250 amperes
i* a 132 amperes.
The table given below is used for the numerical 
evaluation of various necessary constants for 3 values 
of M. The values of M are,
(X) M = - •Jjj* henry,
(2) M «■ 0 " ,
(5) M = + " ,
corresponding to the Austin, Thury with complete compen­
sation and Thury with over compensation respectively.
M = ■Jjy* II a 0 M .
P 50 27.8 50
Q 628 19300 47000
Q* 334000 —  334000















F ( 60B+18. 50) —
G (-3260B-22200) —
H (2220B - 52600)
J (-195400B+154400C) —
N (-154400B-19 3400C) —
UD ^ja(2.85B-9.25C) —
DF £0,(9.25B+ 2.85C) —
TG •jjji (-1405B - 9.566) —
TH ^0. (9.56B-14.050) —
MV+L & —
M ss + TO*
(MV+IJD ^j,(6.1B - 19.80) 
(MV+I)F ^j„(19.8B + 6.10} 
M U G  TC* 555B +  2 * 42C)











(215B - 21.40) 
(-45740B+92000) 
(-9200B-45740C)
(29 55000B+9 643000C) 
( -9 643000B+29 550000) 
^(-3.29B- 53.10)
Ĵ Ja ( 33«IB — 5.290) 
(-1.97B + .596C)
(-.396B- 1.97C)
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I * T7J4. Bff = 0 m .+ 2 -  * 1 0 *
MTJ Y Q *(528B .4650) — ^ja(8.9B + 29C)
MTN Yj^(.465B + .5280) — •̂ j«(-29B + 8.90)
A, 1.197A ^ a(.74A-12B) A
B, ^(89.3B-18.89C) (12A+.74B) TO*(-99.29B+6.5t)






^ j*(3.48B-4.36C) — ^(.6358-15.40)
TO 1 4>TW-4ifWr- "HR f i L V J X r f u V i l
o. ^(4.36B + 3*480) — ^(15.4B+.635C)
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It is now possible to write equation (4) with 
numerical co-efficients.
Equation (4) is, for M = - ,
p3 i + 50p*i + 628pi + 334000(i - 248.5) * 0
and its roots are, as already indicated in the table, 
approximately
- 87 and 18.5 1 60j.
The table also allows the values of 1 , i( and i z 
from equations (10), (11) and (12) to be stated, thus
i = -710 6* + 1335 e"+ 669.5 e'"+ 248.5 ......... (14)
i, > -.850 0'+ 1067 eK+ 850 0 %  250     (15)
i* = 28.6 0’+ 17.3 e”+ 81.6 0 %  22.5 • ••........  (16)
Equation (D) for M = 0 is now
p*i + 27.8pi + 19300(i - 248.5) = 0 ,
and its roots are approximately,
- 13.9 t  138j.
i and ix for this case are given by equation (F) and (G)
are now
i « 1060 0, - 40 . 5 e„ + 248.5 ............. (H)
± x ■ 12.7 0,+ 127.2 0„ + 4.85 ............... (K)
7Equation (4) for M = + becomes
p3l  + 50p’ i  + 47 ,000p i + 334000(i -  248 .5 ) = 0 ,
and its roots are approximately,
-  7 .2 , -  21 .4  t  2 1 5 j.
i ,  i ,  and i» for this are given by equations ( 1 0 ) ,  (11 )
and (12) and are now,
i ff M l
i  = 3 .1  e + 714 e -  43 .6  e + 248.5 ............. (1 7 )
i ,  = 3.1 0' -  712.8 e" -  3.1 e“ + 250 ............. ( is )
e' + 11.25 e' + 109.8 e'“ + 22.3 . . .  (1 9 )
The main, abutment and field currents calculated by
the tabular method (Tables 17, 1 8-and 19) from equations 
(14), (15), (16) for M negative, from equations (H), (K)/
56.
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(K) for M zero, and from equations (17), (18), (19) for 
M positive, are plotted in figures 12, 13 and 14 re­
spectively.
Inspection of these figures clearly shows that 
when the transformer is absent (M negative, figure 12) 
the current, unless otherwise controlled, rises indef­
initely. The curves shown in figure 12 (M zero and 
positive) demonstrate that the addition of a correctly 
coupled transformer cures this tendency, and further, 
reduces considerably the initial peak value of the 
current. Por the 3 cases considered the peak value 
ratios are
I  t .47 • .34
A  V -:A .  ■;;; O :  - . d  '" P . P : ,  ;:i I  t  6  A '*•- O X  ;
X X ' - X . X  Oil.-; r >'’ ■■ O ' '
' X - f X  .i. A t. . :V ■
ppppp pi r
■ A . i t i p p  P P .  X l x  t ' y M  vi ,i P  <i -  £ 3  v P P .  } X X . X X \ P : \
PiiPoadxKg oinx x\x,i xo
iP X-BLp 1 -v -pp-i v^.;K rOS P u i m ' t p  v
lo :l pvix IA A-V-a:; ca t :J o 10 o "K - • - - O"
■; 1 C T fcX; i la-vOOA O ’fpioz 0:P.:py i
, o Val-se * II ? . o. : . " vr
■ ■■ ai;,.r ippnt k&'.rlo- ■' - v-'
■: . % P X . \ & X  X ' l P  O X X a O >  X
■ ■ ; «




BRIEF CONSIDERATION OF A METHOD OF EXCITATION 
FOR ALTERNATORS, SIMILAR TO THAT ADOPTED FOR 
CONSTANT CURRENT GENERATORS, TO LIMIT THE 
TRANSIENT OVERSHOOT OF THE LINE CURRENT DCJRING 
SUDDEN SHORT CIRCUITS WHEN POWER LIMITING REACTORS 
ARE ABSENT.
Improvements in circuit rupturing methods by means 
of fast circuit breakers have solved many problems and 
have enabled the design limits of large alternators, 
rotary convertors and other dynamo-electric machines to 
be widened. Nevertheless new aspects of old problems 
are sometimes useful and the proposal to limit, in an 
alternator, the overshoot of the load current by a 
method similar to that adopted for some recently design­
ed constant current generators may prove of some inter­
est.
A sudden change of the alternator load current due 
to any cause whatever is reflected on the field circuit, 
especially if the poles are built up of laminations. In 
the event of a current increase being due to a short 
circuiting of all the alternator phases at one time the 
corresponding field current rise will be such as almost 
completely to prevent the armature reaction m.m.f. from 
sufficiently de-magnetising the field before the short 
circuit current reaches a value many times that of its 
stable value. If, however, the exciter is provided 
with an abutment and series opposition winding (the 
latter coupled in series with the main alternator field) 
and is capable of generating a high ceiling voltage, 
any sudden increase in the alternator field current 
will usually reduce the exciter voltage to a negative 
value numerically many times that of nominal full load 
voltage.
58.
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Figure 15a shows the prcposed arrangement, the 
diagram being self explanatory. The adoption of an 
excitation scheme of this nature would not only tend to 
keep the field current constant and to limit the trans­
ient short circuit armature current but it would also
be readily adaptable for the maintenance of good alter­
nator regulation. The speed of operation of the 
arrangement would be enhanced by the inclusion of an 
injection transformer between the armature circuit and 
the abutment field circuit of the exciter, but this has 
not been shown in figure 15a.
A method of compounding alternators was proposed
|9by Rudenberg and collaborators.
(U U.S. Patent No. 1,572,959, 16th Jan. 1923 ) 
MRapid Regulation of the Voltage in )
Conductor Systems.” ;
in which a difference of voltage V (provided by a 
rectifier fed from a transformer coupled across the 
A.C. mains, the D.C. side of the rectifier being 
coupled in opposition with a battery or other constant 
voltage D.C. source) is used to excite a stabilising 
coil on a series wound exciter field • In figure 15b 
a similar arrangement is shown but in this case an 
auxiliary shunt wound exciter Ea is proposed, this 
carrying an additional field winding excited by the 
voltage difference V.
The mode of action is as follows 
If the line voltage falls,the corresponding in­
crease of V increases the terminal voltage of the 
auxiliary exciter Ea and in turn strengthens the 
abutment field A of the main exciter. In order to 
limit the transient it would be necessary in practice
a.-wy/f. tKls cou ld  be. e f  f t c t e l  b y  I'nNoclu.c.rng j
with this device to limit the auxiiiary^saturation 
into its magnetic circuit when a definite alternator 
overload was reached, thus limiting the voltage V and/
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and enabling the series opposition winding to reaoh 
and overcome the abutment m.m,f, for a definite value 
of the transient line current.
The problems of excitation and rapid response in 
alternators and constant current dynamos are, to some 




PREPARATION OP INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS 
USED DURING THE TESTS, WITH A BRIEF AC­
COUNT OP THE WORK PERFORMED.
Arrangements were first made so that any suitable
machine for test could be placed in the laboratory and 
means for driving considered. Unfortunately a public 
supply of 3 phase A.C. was not available but several 
alternators were to hand. After a few preliminary 
trials a 30 kVA. alternator driven by a D.C. motor was 
selected to provide the supply and this machine was 
connected through the main distribution board and var­
ious available circuits to the test machine, the measur* 
ing instruments on the supply side being a part of the 
alternator panel.
Generator A (see Table 1) was then installed and 
trials for power, regulation, etc., were made, after 
which attention was turned to the preparation of other 
apparatus required.
DETAILS OP 50 kVA. ALTERNATOR SETs 
Alternator:- 30 kVA., 440 volts, 83 amperes,
750 r.p.m., 8 poles. Excitation,
125 or 250 volts. Serial No.
58085, Lab. No. 9.
Motor:- 45 H.P. 500 volts D.C. to drive
above alternator through a flexible 
coupling.





Since a large part of this research consisted of 
switching a generator from one load condition to another, 
a heavy current switch was constructed of parts acquired 
from an old centrifugal motor oil break switch.
The arrangement consisted of 2 heavy copper knives 
swinging on suitable fulerums and engaging with massive 
phosphor bronze contacts, the whole being mounted on a 
slab of 3/4- ebonite and provided with terminals. The 
construction was so arranged that the knives could be 
operated together or separately and to this end were 
provided with wooden file handles, one painted red and 
the other yellow, to facilitate identification.
The generator was now connected as in figure 22, 
circuit 1, with the field excitation provided by a 10 
volt, 2000 ampere-hour submarine battery, through a 
carbon resistance and ammeter and then supplied by the 
alternator. When running conditions had stabilized the 
generator was short-circuited and immediately stalled, 
bringing out the line fuses. Heavier fuses were in­
stalled and the alternator excitation increased to 
250 volts, while the field control resistance was 
brought up to the welding generator for ease of control. 
With these alterations and having control of the alter­
nator output to hand, it was found possible to maintain 
the generator speed under changing load conditions.
The welding of the generator was next tested using 
V* Ironex electrodes and was found to be excellent al­
though some difficulty was experienced in obtaining 
accurate readings of the arc current and voltage owing 
to the rapid fluctuations in these quantities. A dead 
beat combined volt and ammeter (VA1) was therefore 
obtained and included in the circuit with conspicuous/
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conspicuous success, this instrument being employed 
thereafter throughout all the tests.
In order that the switching tests could be per­
formed without actually welding, a heavy E.M.B. resis­
tance of .11 ohm to carry 300 amperes was provided to 
form an artificial load approximately the same as a 
welding load and it was found necessary to connect a 
small Ferry coil in parallel with this to obtain the 
desired value, namely .075 ohms.
It was noted during the above series of tests 
that the generator shunt voltage, required constant, 
varied considerably and to ensure constancy the carbon 
resistance was removed and 9 - 2  volt cells of 150 
amp-hour capacity connected directly to the machine 
through an existing 300 ampere cable line, while to 
protect the field when breaking this circuit, a 125 
volt lamp was employed as a discharge resistance. The
arrangement when tested gave satisfaction and attention 
was next turned to the oscillograph necessitated by 
the investigation.
THE DUDDELL OSCILLOGRAPH.
The oscillograph available at this stage of the 
investigation was a Double Projection Duddell instrument 
made by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co. ltd., 
in 1903 and is illustrated in figure 16. The apparatus 
consists essentially of a modified DfArsonval galvano­
meter combined with a rotating or vibrating mirror.
The following description of its mode of operation is 
based on a Cambridge pamphlet.
Figure 17 is a diagrammatic view of the galvano­
meter. In the narrow gap between the poles ff, S, of 
a powerful magnet are stretched two parallel conductors
S, S, formed by bending a strip of phosphor bronze back/
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back upon itself over the pulley P which is attached 
to a small spring balance. At the bottom ends the 
strips are clamped to a block K, while at the top they 
are held in position by a bridge piece L. Alteration 
of the strip tension by means of the spring balance 
permits variation of the element’s natural periodicity 
at will.
Each strip passes through a separate gap in the 
magnetic circuit (not shown in figure 17) and the 
clearance is made very small, so that when the ribbons 
are surrounded by damping oil their movements are dead 
beat. A small mirror M is affixed to the phosphor 
bronze strips by means of shellac.
The effect of passing a current through the strips 
is to cause one leg to advance while the other retreats,
thus imparting to the mirror M a rotary movement about 
a vertical axis. A beam of light reflected from the 
mirror M is received on a screen or photographic appar­
atus, the instantaneous value of the current passing 
being proportional to the linear deflection of the 
spot of light so formed. When traversed by an alter­
nating current the strips cause the light spot to 
oscillate as the current varies and would thus trace 
a straight line, hence to obtain an image of the wave 
form, a second mirror is interposed between M and the 
screen.
This second mirror is made to rotate and the 
light spot now traces on the stationary screen a curve 
of current on a time base. If the current variations
are periodic, as in alternating currents, the second 
mirror may be synchronized and a stationary wave pro­
duced on the screen.
In the apparatus available the oscillograph itself/
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itself was mounted on a wooden table which also carried 
an arc lantern, tracing desk, rotating mirror and syn­
chronous motor gear, together with the necessary shunts, 
resistance boxes, switches, etc. The general arrange­
ment is shown in figure 18.
Since the work in this research is of a low 
frequency and transient nature the available vibrating 
mirror and synchronous motor gear was valueless, for 
the motor range was from 25 to 100 cycles per second, 
and other means of providing the time base were con­
sidered.
A continuously rotating mirror of small but uni­
form speed was indicated and the unit shown in figure 
19 was accordingly designed and made. This consists 
of a small gramophone motor driving, by means of a 
round rubber belt, a brass carrier on which a strip of 
mirror was fastened, this mirror being placed at such 
a height above the steel base plate that it would re­
ceive the beams reflected from the oscillograph mirrors. 
Immediately above the rotating mirror a cylindrical 
lens of 5iw focal length was mounted in a Vee-shaped 
projection attached to the lower side of the tracing 
desk, as shown in figure 20. The reflected beams, on 
passing through this lens, were brought to a focus on 
the upper side of a curved piece of plate glass upon 
which a sheet of tracing paper formed a screen. A 
film box, having a dark slide (figure 21) and into 
which photographic film or paper of post card size 
could be inserted, was arranged to clamp over the trac­
ing desk and thus a permanent record obtained.
Since the maximum current with which the existing 
apparatus could deal was 100 amperes and as currents 
exceeding 500 amperes will frequently be encountered/
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encountered during this work, a specially designed 
shunt was made to provide the drop for the current 
element, while the maximum deflection of the light 
spot was controlled by an additional resistance in the 
ribbon circuit (figure 23)* The existing voltage 
resistance box was suitable for 500 volts and this 
was therefore retained.
PRELIMINARY TESTS WITH THE OSCILLOGRAPH.
Several preliminary tests were made with the 
oscillograph using A.C. waves and it was found immed­
iately that films were being fogged by light leaking 
through the lens casing and the lens itself. Black 
velvet covers were therefore made and affixed so that 
all light was excluded from the rotating mirror chamber. 
These covers may be seen in figure 20.
W hen thoroughly accustomed to the use of the 
oscillograph, the generator was again coupled as in 
figure 22 (circuit 1) and the heavy current switch af­
fixed to the oscillograph table (seen in figure 18a).
Several trials were made with this arrangement but 
great difficulty was experienced in closing the switch 
at the correct time to ensure the appearance of a record 
on the film. In order to overcome this difficulty the 
rotating mirror shaft was extended to pass through the 
velvet cover on the tracing box side and a small brass 
pointer mounted on the extended shaft outside the box.
A cocoa tin lid was next mounted on a suitable support 
and provided with 3 holes, A, B and 0. The gear was 
then arranged so that just after the pointer appeared 
at A, the light spots were entering their traverse 
across the film.
Similarly, hole G indicated the end of the tra­
verse while hole B gave the position at which the/
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the switch should be closed. This scheme worked 
very successfully and it is of interest to note in 
passing that 3 different operators were employed from 
time to time to close the machine switch as the pointer 
appeared at hole B, and it was found that 3 different 
positions of the hole relative to the support were 
required to ensure that the record appeared at the 
appointed place on the film, this "angle of advance" 
having a bearing on the operator*s reaction period.
These angles were found and tabulated so that the 
aperture could be immediately placed in the correct 
position to suit the operator for the time being 
employed.
It was originally intended that the time base for 
the records should be measured by the speed of the 
gramophone motor and to this end the governor lever 
was provided with definite stops. On calibrating the 
motor, however, it was found that the speeds corres­
ponding to the stops were not constant owing to wear 
on the felt governor pad of the motor. Alternative 
means of fixing the time base for the records had 
therefore to be found. As the oscillograph had but 
two elements and these were both required, it did not 
appear possible to add a timing wave to the oscillo­
grams by means of an A.C. wave of known frequency. 
Further experiment showed, however, that the motor 
speed was reliable for about 2 minutes after a rewind
and if this was performed before each record was taken 
the light spots could be allowed to travel twice across 
the film without appreciable error in the resulting 
record. The voltage ribbon circuit was therefore 
provided with a change-over switch so that the element 
could record either the voltage over the test generator/
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generator or that from a small 25 cycle alternator*
At this time, too, the ppportunity was taken to remove 
entirely the zero mirror from the oscillograph since 
this did not give such a good image as the ribbon 
mirrors, the zero line now being provided by the 
current mirror when on the timing wave traverse of the 
film. The oscillograph was thus made able to perform 
the functions of a 3-element unit and was found to 
work satisfactorily.
The sequence of events when taking a record was 
now thus;-
(1) Load the film box and place in position.
(2) Rewind motor and set in motion.
(3) Set change-over switch to give the timing
wave and open film box slide.
(4) Allow mirror to pass once across the film
as shown by the pointer.
(5) Set change-over switch to pass test generator
voltage and close current element switch.
(6) When pointer indicates the correct position
(hole B) close the load switch.
(7) After pointer has passed hole C, close film
box slide and open all switches.
Each revolution of the rotating mirror occupied 
a time which may vary between 3 and 6 seconds and this 
cycle of operations had to be carried out during the 
time of two revolutions.
After this cycle of events had been practised, 
reasonable records were obtained and the tests were 
commenced. When only 3 records had been made an earth 
developed in the oscillograph field windings and it 
was necessary to dismantle, repair and re-build the 
instrument. On being replaced in ̂ position it was fomrt/
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found impossible to focus the light spots on the trac­
ing desk screen and a length series of discouraging 
experiments commenced. It transpired that the oscillo­
graph had been frequently* altered during its career and
the good focus obtained originally had been largely by 
luck. It was therefore expedient to strip the entire 
apparatus and alter parts where necessary.
The optical system, shown diagrammatically in 
figure 24,was first attacked. This had been altered 
from time to time, each alteration apparently carrying 
the addition of a lens. Bach lens was therefore 
measured for focal length and power, the correct pos­
itions calculated and the system re-assembled with 
conspicuous absence of success so far as the spots were 
concerned. Their appearance indicated that the present 
slit (shown in figure 24) was too wide and another 
narrower one was made and fitted, with some improvement. 
The tension of the element ribbons was next examined 
and it was noted that a slight movement of these pro­
duced disastrous results. The mirrors affixed to the 
elements were fairly large, about 4 x 2.5 m.m. and of 
very thin glass, so that alteration of the ribbon 
tension produced a distortion of the originally plane 
mirror surface.
The oscillograph was accordingly dismantled again, 
and the mirrors removed and replaced after the ribbons 
had been stretched to their working tension. On re­
erection the spots were again worse and a new scheme 
had to be found.
So far a parallel light beam, as indicated in 
figure 24, had been the criterion but this policy was 
now abandoned and trials were made of focussing the/
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the image of the projection arc on the oscillograph 
mirrors* To facilitate this work the cylindrical lens 
was temporarily removed and an improvised tracing cloth 
screen used in place of the tracing desk. This scheme 
proved immediately successful but also brought to light 
the fact that the tracing desk was not in the correct 
position. The entire tracing desk structure was there­
fore removed and re-constructed, after which good re­
sults were obtained#
A few records were now taken using film of 2000 
H. and D. nominal speed, but fine definition was not a 
feature of these, as will be seen from a print of one 
of them appearing in figure 25. It will be noted from 
this figure, too, that the current rise is very rapid, 
the line being practically invisible# As this current 
rise is of considerable importance during this investi­
gation a means of increasing the available light was 
sought. Trials were made with a Point-o-lite lamp, 
special projector lamp, motor car head lamp and ordinary 
100 watt house bulb, without appreciable improvement and 
attention was again directed to the arc lamp, several 
experiments being carried out on this. Finally, small 
diameter cored carbons were obtained from a cinema 
operator and tried with varying currents, and when used 
with a current about 15$ in excess of their rated value, 
gave good results.
Due to the greatly increased light now available 
and to the presence of unavoidable stray reflections 
from the rotating mirror, trouble was now experienced 
with the fogging of the record film. In order to over­
come this difficulty, a camera shutter was obtained and 
mounted on the rotating mirror unit as shown in figure 
26, this shutter being operated from outside the tracing/
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tracing desk chamber through a long cable release, 
which was interconnected with the generator load switch 
and mi arranged to open an instant before the load 
switch w^s closed. It was intended that the current 
and voltage transients should now be recorded before 
the zero and timing wave (see p.66 ) but the long 
cable release proved unequal to the work. Several 
forms were tried, including a Bowden cable and piano 
wire, but all were eventually discarded in favour of 
separate manual operation, which had the advantage 
that the shutter could be closed between the 1st and 
2nd revolutions required of the rotating mirror, with 
further improvements in the quality of the finished 
oscillogram. While improving the records the manual 
operation of the shutter further complicated the cycle 
of events necessary for the production of the records, 
the complete cycle for making a single record being 
now:-
(1) Load the film box and place in position.
(2) Bewind motor and set in motion.
(3) Strike arc in lantern and check its position.
(4) Close oscillograph field switch.
(5) Set change-over switch to record the tim­
ing wave and zero line and close voltage
element switch.
(6) Withdraw film box dark slide.
(7) When pointer is at hole A (see p. 65 ) open
shutter.
(8) When pointer reaches hole C close shutter.
(9) Swing change-over switch to record generator
voltage and close current element switch.
(10) When pointer is again at hole A, open shutter.




(12) When pointer is at hole C, close shutter.
(13) Beplace dark slide in film box, stop
gramophone motor, open all switches 
and remove film box.
(14) fake film box to dark room, remove film
and develop.
As before the operations (7) to (12) must be 
performed during li revolutions of the rotating mirror, 
that is during about %  seconds, and since the pointer 
gear was necessarily on the opposite side of the os- 
eillograph from the controls, the pointer had to be 
viewed in a mirror. A certain amount of drill was 
found imperative before this cycle of operations was 
mastered, but when proficiency had been attained good 
records were obtained.
Several records were then taken with disappoint­
ing results, since serious deviation from the expected 
curve shape was immediately noticed, an extreme case 
being reproduced in figure 27. This shows great 
irregularity.
Investigation into this phenomenon demonstrated 
that mechanical vibration of the oscillograph table 
was the cause, this being due to the shock of closing 
the load switch, which was of heavy construction and 
required rapid closing. The switch was therefore 
removed entirely from the oscillograph table and no 
further trouble of this nature experienced.
About this time samples of photographic recorder 
paper were obtained, the emulsion having a nominal 
speed of 600 H. and D, This material was tested with 
such satisfactory results that it was found desirable 
to scrap all previous records obtained on the film so
far used, and to start again with the paper as the/
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the recording material for a considerable time saving 
could be thus effected, since the paper could be pro­
cessed and dry for examination within 20 minutes of 
being exposed, compared with about 4 hours for the 
film.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
Switching Tests: Generator A (Table 1) was again
connected as in figure 22 and a series of switching 
tests commenced. These tests were carried out in the 
cycle enumerated below:-
(1) Switching from open to short circuit.
(2) M w short w open «
(3) h »• open circuit to load.
(4) « h load to open circuit.
(5) » w t »• short m •
(6) rt n short circuit to load,
and were performed with the oscillograph recording 
firstly, the main circuit currents and voltages and
Tlsecondly, the corresponding shû t values, for each of 
three brush positions, narnely:-
(a) Brushes forward.
(b) Brushes neutral,
and (c) Brushes back.
It is of interest to note here tbat in the case 
of the shunt values, the voltage drop required to 
excite the oscillograph current ribbon was obtained 
over two ammeters in series.
Throughout the tests all timing waves used were 
of 25 cycle frequency and no attempt was made to cal­
culate the oscillograph sensitivity since a record was 
kept of the steady state currents and voltages as read/
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read, during the tests, from the instruments inoluded 
in the circuit, thus permitting the calibration of 
each individual record.
Minor annoyances were experienced during the 
switching test series, such as sticking bearings in 
the rotating mirror system and frequent breakage of 
the cable release but these were duly overcome as 
encountered.
A complete record of the oscillograms taken appears 
in Tables 2 to 6 inclusive but only representative 
examples are reproduced in Volume 2 (figures Nos. 33 
to 40).
PIRST OSCILLATION TESTS. On completion of the switch­
ing tests noted above, Generator A was now connected 
as in figure 28, and since this machine was designed 
with a low voltage field (now connected across the 
brushes) alterations were made to the alternator switch­
board to obtain a 25 cycle supply in order that the 
generator could be run at 1500 r.p.m. The injection 
transformer shown in figure 28 was a temporary arrange­
ment, formerly part of a rectifier equipment, consist­
ing of 3 laminated cores with coils wound directly upon 
them, the transformation ratio being about 15.
Much time was then spent in trying various com­
binations of connections between the transformer, shunt 
and load circuit, with variations of circuit impedanoe 
before oscillation was finally obtained. Several re­
cords were now taken and four of these are reproduced 
in figures 29 to 32 while the details are given in 
Table 11. These records are not examined in this 
thesis but are merely shown to demonstrate the work 
of the DCJLDELL Oscillograph on oscillation phenomena/
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phenomena. They also demonstrated convincingly that 
a new form of oscillograph was necessary in order to 
obtain suitable records for the continuance of this
investigation.
To conclude this section of the work a list of
instruments used to date was compiled (Table 7) to 
facilitate correction of the readings obtained by 
means of existing calibrations for the instruments.
THE PERMANENT MAG-NET OSCILLOGRAPH.
As suggested above the continuance of this inves­
tigation necessitated a new form of oscillograph and 
it was noted that the laboratory possessed a Two 
Element Modified Duddell type permanent magnet oscillo­
graph.
This instrument had no equipment whatever and, 
being of a suitable type, it was decided to construct 
the necessary auxiliaries and erect the whole as a unit 
on a small portable table. To this end several exper­
iments were carried out to determine its leading design 
data and these were afterwards confirmed by the makers, 
again the Cambridge Instrument Co.Ltd.
The experience gained with the original Duddell 
outfit now proved invaluable and recalling the many 
difficulties encountered, it was at once decided to 
keep the design as simple and compact as possible, and 
to employ only one D.C. supply of 2 50 volts to operate 
all auxiliaries. Particular attention was first paid 
to the projector lamp system and experiments were made 
using an ordinary gas filled 250 volt lamp as the 
source of light, the optical system being provided 
from an optician’s box of spectacle test lens. When 
a suitable system was found and verified, the trials 




2 forms of D.C. arc,
Low voltage projector lamp,
Point-o-Lite Arc,
Various Cinema Projector Lamps, 
but the first scheme of the 100 watt ggs filled bulb
gave the best all round results.
A rotating mirror arrangement was next extempor­
ised and a visual inspection made of a 50 cycle C.
wave after erecting the apparatus in a photometry room.
These experiments conclusively showed the vast super­
iority of the permanent magnet instrument over its 
predecessor and designs were accordingly commenced for 
the final layout. Before completing the designs, 
however, the opportunity was taken to visit Cambridge 
once again and a similar permanent magnet instrument 
was seen in action there. This erection had a some­
what complicated optical system with an arc as the 
source of light, and further confirmed the suggestion 
made above of using the ordinary gas filled bulb. 
Nevertheless the visit was fruitful in information 
which was later turned to good account.
The problem of the design was to provide,
(1) a suitable table with castors,
(2) convenient Shunts,
(3) convenient Voltage control,
(4) a time marking system,
(5) a projector lamp and optical system,
(6) photographic recording apparatus,
and (7) a rotating mirror system for visual inspection, 
and to keep all the above to the minimum space compat­
ible with efficiency. Since the instrument would be 
employed finally for general laboratory use, it was/
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was further decided to arrange for a higher voltage 
range than immediately necessary and to add a tracing 
desk to be employed instead of the photographic appar­
atus when investigating periodic phenomena.
The ranges selected were:- 
2, 6, 20, 60, 200 and 600 amperes.
20, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 volts.
The current side of the apparatus was first 
tackled and the Universal, or Galvanometer, shunt 
principle adopted. The shunts, the four larger of 
which were designed to dissipate approximately 4 watts 
per square inch, were cut from 21 S.W.G. Eureka sheet 
and varied in width from 6” to 4̂ ,f, while the smaller 
pair, to carry 6 and 2 amperes, consisted of a double 
and single strand of 18 S.W.G. Eureka wire respectively. 
All the shunts were provided with massive copper end 
pieces, rivetted and sweated together and carrying 
suitable terminals and potential screws. The shunts 
were then mounted as a unit on hardwood blocks, the 
complete unit being mounted under a plain deal table 
in such a manner as to be readily detachable should 
replacements be necessary.
A heavy current commutator switch was next de­
signed and constructed from a sectional brass ring 
anchored by terminals to a slab of 1» slate, recessed 
to provide a register. The brushgear connecting the 
segments consisted of a pair of laminated copper 
brushes (taken from a two speed centrifugal motor 
controller) clamped in a cast brass mount which in 
turn was carried on a central operating spindle. To 
the upper end of the spindle was affixed an adjusting 
handle and pointer while the lower end was spring loadec/
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loaded to provide an adjustable brush tension. The 
complete switch was mounted under the oscillograph 
table with its spindle projecting above and its pointer 
arranged to pass over an ivorine scale indicating the 
shunt presently in circuit. Connections were then made 
by leads varying from single 7/20 cables to double li« 
x i " copper conductors between the controller and the 
appropriate shunts according to the diagram shown in 
figure 42. The current supply was brought to the 
shunts by a pair of dual terminals, 4 M diameter, ebonite 
mounted on the table top and arranged to take heavy 
cables by means of shell clamps, or light cables up to 
about 7/20 by means of holes and pinching screws.
The completed oscillograph unit is shown in figures 
43 and 44 and the shunt units and its controller may 
be specially noted in figure 43*
The voltage side of the circuit now came in for 
attention and the resistance steps were made from 36 
S.W.G. nickel-chrome wire wound non-inductively on mica 
plates originally intended as commutator plate separa­
tors and locally acquired. The elements, when wound, 
were dipped in shellac and later mounted side by side
on a red fibre strip, also shellaced, and attached to 
one of the table legs. Any desired number of steps 
could be included in the circuit at will by means of a 
plug board arrangement mounted on the oscillograph table 
top and placed on the opposite side to the current 
control. The supply to the voltage circuit was achieved 
through a pair of ebonite mounted 4 B.A. terminals af­
fixed to the table top.
It was later considered that the forms of current 
and voltage control just described might prove rather 
coarse in practice having regard to the limited recorder/
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recorder film width likely to be available and a pair 
of small resistance tubes of about i ampere, 300 ohms 
capacity were consequently acquired, provided with iw 
pitch lead, screws and sliders and mounted vertically 
below the table at the control end. The ends of the 
lead screws were arranged to project above the table 
and were equipped with small engraved handles showing 
the directions of rotation necessary to increase the 
resistance. These two resistances were then included 
in the current and voltage ribbon circuits as shown 
in figure 45, to act as vernier adjustments on the 
amplitude of deflection of the light spots.
It will be seen from figure 46, which shows the 
layout of the oscillograph table, that all the most 
frequently used controls have been kept to one end, 
while the coarse adjustments and live terminals were 
arranged at the other.
The permanent magnet oscillograph instrument was 
designed for a lens centre height of approximately 5iM 
and the preliminary experiments showed this to be in­
sufficient when the provision of a lamp house and a 
rotating mirror was considered. An increased centre 
height of 7iM was therefore adopted and the oscillo­
graph, which was provided with 3 pointed levelling 
screws (see figure 41), finally mounted on 3 small 
brass pillars screwed to a wooden packing piece. One 
of these pillars was given a dimple to take the point 
of a levelling screw while the remaining pair were 
arranged to have a 45 degree groove and a plane top 
respectively. This device, originally due to Lord 
Kelvin, ensured that the instrument would invariably 
return to the same position in the event of its re­
moval. A small steel stay and knurled locating screw/
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screw was employed to prevent the instrument toppling 
over should the table receive a shock. Small terminals 
on ebonite blocks attached to the packing piece and 
flexible leads to the ribbons completed the arrangement.
Attention was then focussed on the provision of a
projection box to contains part of the optical system,
support the camera and house the rotating mirror gear.
This box was made from suitably stiffened 5-ply wood and 
supplied with an eqsily detachable lid which also carried 
the tracing desk and stationary film box. The box was 
mounted on the table and secured by small thumb screws
(to facilitate rapid removal) and a brass slide affixed
to one end. The slide was provided with a slit to 
pass the projected light spots and was capable of support­
ing alternatively a Cambridge 64 m.m. continuous film 
camera (later described) or a special screen when the 
former was not in use. The screen could be moved until 
either a ground glass or an opaque white surface was 
presented to the light spots, the former arrangement 
allowing the light spots to be seen from outside the 
projection box when focussing, while the latter provided 
a screen for viewing by means of a rotating mirror and 
suitable visor. The face of the observer was projected 
from the sheet brass of the visor by a length of motor 
car windscreen wiper tubing suitably moulded to exclude 
stray light when making an observation and small shutter 
closed the visor completely when using the camera or
tracing desk.
The cylindrical lens shown in the skeleton optical 
system (figure 47) was supported on an L-shaped hardwood 
mount secured in guides to the table top and a 4-sided 
rotating mirror in brass bearings was driven by a 200 
volt variable speed D.C. motor through a spring belt/
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belt and Vee pulleys, these units being arranged as 
indicated in figure 46. The rotating mirror motor was 
controlled by a t,ZenithM lead screw type wire resistance 
mounted vertically below the table and conveniently 
placed to the hand. A second L-shaped erection was 
also constructed this to carry a hexagonal, surface 
silvered mirror with a cylindrical lens above it, the 
entire arrangement being intended to replace the single 
cylindrical lens, previously mentioned, when employing 
the tracing desk. The hexagonal mirror could be driven 
either by the existing 200 volt motor or by an additional 
gramophone motor when very low speeds were required. The 
projeetion box also carried the 2D focussing lens (figure 
47a) in a suitable mount, this lens being a standard 
spectacle one locally obtained.
On completion of the projection box and its equip­
ment, the problem of the projector lamp was clearly of 
the next importance and it will be recalled that a 100- 
watt gas filled bulb was to be the source of light. 
Consideration suggested that while this would give 
every satisfaction for the low tracing pencil speed 
here employed it might not provide sufficient intensity 
of light when high frequencies and high film speeds were 
encountered. It was therefore deemed desirable to use 
a 200 volt, 100 watt lamp whose circuit was loaded with 
a resistance to drop 50 volts, a portion of this re­
sistance, dropping approximately 46 volts, having con­
nected across it a bell push so that it could be short 
circuited at will, the remaining 4 volts being kept to 
excite the windings of a time-marking device described 
later. In this manner the amount of light available 
for projection could be greatly increased when required.
The lamp house was constructed from beaten sheet/
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sheet brass with soldered joints and ventilating holes, 
and carried the lamp on a sliding base (to provide ver­
nier focussing adjustment), the whole being supported 
on a vertical column itself capable of 3 dimensional 
adjustment. A pair of + 7 D plano-convex spectacle 
lenses were hext mounted as a unit on the front of the 
lamp house so that they could be moved vertically or 
horizontally in guides and a brass aperture slide placed 
in front of them. This slide was perforated with 4 
slits varying from .01 *» to .04" wide by .3" high, the 
slit presently in front of the condenser system being 
the actual source of light from the oscillograph mirror 
viewpoint. For easy removal of the complete lamp house 
unit, with or without its columns, the lamp received its 
power supply through a 5 amp plug screwed to the table 
top while the lamp itself could be removed or replaced 
through a detachable ventilated lamp house cover.
She time marker device referred to above was simply 
provided by means of a small additional adjustable 
mirror secured beside the oscillograph face (see figure 
41) and in the beam of the projector lamp, so adjusted 
as to reflect an image of the projector slit through 
the projection box and its attendant lens system to
13the film or screen.
(,3 This arrangement is shown diagrammatically)
( in figure 47b. )
A Deprez Time Marker, a small electro-magnet at­
tracting an armature which carries an aluminium lamina, 
was next fixed to a vertical column providing 3- 
dimensional adjustment so as to intercept the auxil­
iary beam when the lamina was raised by the armature 
and the electro-magnet coils excited from the 4 volt 
(lamp resistance) supply previously noted. The marker/
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marker circuit, which appears in figure 45b, included 
a switch and a make and break gear, the latter consist­
ing of a clockwork driven contactor arranged to break 
the current supply every tenth part of a second, omitt­
ing every tenth interruption, thus marking seconds and 
tenths on the film or screen.
Consideration was then turned towards photographic 
recording apparatus and after several schemes had been 
examined and rejected a Cambridge continuous film 
camera, using 64 m.m. film or fast bromide paper, was 
finally selected and purchased. The sensitive material 
eventually used was a fast bromide paper provided with 
Edison gauge perforations to suit the camera driving 
sprocket and carried on dismountable flange reels each 
capable of accommodating 100 foot lengths. The camera 
was equipped with an ingenious film tensioning device, 
a film gate and integral exposure shutter and was in­
tended to be driven by means of a rapid release coupling. 
The coupling proved unsuitable to the existing oscillo­
graph gear and was therefore scrapped, the simple arrange­
ment sketched in figure 48 being adopted in its place.
In place of the coupling plate, a steel pulley with 
flanges was mounted on the camera driving shaft and 
the drive provided from a *A ' H.P. motor by means of 
an endless cotton belt passing over a jockey pulley, 
the jockey pulley being fixed to the swinging arm shown. 
The link was also interconnected with the camera shutter 
through the intermediate drag link, column and lever 
shown in figure 48. The mode of action is as follows:-
(1) The camera motor is started and its speed 
regulated by means of the two resistances 
(shunt and series) provided, the belt merely 
slipping over the motor shaft.
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(2) The swinging arm is pressed forward, putting 
a tension on the belt by means of the jockey 
pulley, thus driving the camera. At the 
same time the linkage gear opens the camera 
shutter, permitting the light beams from the 
oscillograph to act on the sensitive paper now 
passing the camera aperture.
(3) When a sufficient length of record has been 
thus exposed, the swinging arm is released and 
its controlling spring returns it to the 
original position, at the same time applying
a brake to the driving pulley surface, thus 
stopping the film.
This method of camera drive was found remarkably 
successful in actual use, and very economical in film, 
the time for acceleration and braking being of the 
order of one tenth of a second, while the constancy of 
the film speed was well within the desired range.
It has been noted above that the camera driving 
motor was of H. P. , but the actual power required 
was only about l/10th H.P. The larger motor was 
employed in order to reduce, as far as possible, the 
speed variation when the camera load was suddenly ap­
plied. The motor actually used was obtained from a 
Power Supply Company*s change-over department and was 
originally the motive power of a Hobart coffee grinder.
The oscillograph and its auxiliary gear were now 
largely complete with the exception of the fitting of 
ivorine nameplates, staining, varnishing, lacquering, 
etc., and the final tests as a unit, each individual 
part having been tested as far as possible, immediately 
on its completion. During these tests all resistance 
values were measured on a Wolff Precision Bridge while/
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while the larger shunts were tried for voltage drop 
by short circuiting a welding generator through them 
in series with an ammeter and having a low reading 
accurate voltmeter across them.
Reference to figures 43 and 44 will demonstrate 
that the completed apparatus gave the appearance of a 
compact, workmanlike job, the overall dimensions being 
only 20« wide, 34” long and 43M high for a maximum 
capacity of 360 Kw.
The design and construction briefly described 
here occupied rather more than four months and with the 
exception of the gear specially mentioned as purchased, 
was entirely constructed in the laboratory. When con­
sidering the vastly improved records finally obtained, 
the 4 months* delay proved a sound investment.
PRELIMINARY TESTS WITH THE NEW OSCILLOGRAPH.
14-Immediately the new oscillograph
( This term has been used rather loosely, it 
( should really refer to the oscillograph
? instrument alone, but for convenience, it 
( will now be used to indicate the entire
( oscillograph and its auxiliaries.
was available a few trials were carried out with it 
using various A.O. waves and the results gave every 
satisfaction, the camera and its driving gear being 
particularly commended. As has been noted previously 
the acceleration and braking of the film could each be 
achieved within about a tenth of a second and since a 
film speed of approximately li feet per second was 
eventually adopted, the film wastage was only a few 
inches per record.
During these preliminary tests only one real 
trouble was discovered and this was that the red win­
dow in the camera was insufficientPy dark and several/
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several records were fogged in consequence. This 
window was therefore temporarily sealed and the desired 
results immediately obtained. Later, during a test, 
this temporary seal was accidentally dislodged and 
several records partly fogged (see figures 63 and 64) 
but a permanent seal finally removed the trouble.
The question of film development caused slight 
inconvenience throughout the remainder of this inves­
tigation since the available apparatus could not deal 
with more than about 6 feet of film at a time. This 
difficulty was finally removed by the discovery that 
the camera shutter could be opened long enough to mark 
the film with a pencil without fogging more than •§-»» at 
a time and this was accordingly done after each record 
was exposed. This method had the dual advantage of 
pointing clearly where the film had to be cut prior to
development and of assuring the operator that the film 
was still passing the camera aperture without resort 
to the red window previously sealed.
The oscillograph was next connected with Generator 
A according to Circuit No.3 (figure 28), ahd the gener­
ator made to oscillate. Trials were then made to deter­
mine a suitable film speed, the ik feet per second 
above mentioned being ultimately adopted.
This concluded the preliminary trials.
experimental wore:.
The day upon which the above described trials were 
completed, the opportunity was offered by Messrs. The
Macfarlane Engineering Co.Ltd., to test several welding 
and constant current generators of a larger capacity 
than was possible to supply with power in the laboratory
and arrangements were made with Messrs. Gilbert Austin
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Austin Ltd., Cathcart, for the use of their test bed 
which was equipped for about 400 JCVA. The oscillo­
graph was therefore taken to Cathcart and connected to 
Generator B according to Circuit N©. 4 (figure 49) and 
the series of switching tests detailed in Table No. 8 
carried out.
Generators G and H were also tested in a similar 
manner and their records are described in Tables No.
8 and 9 •
Generator D then came in for attention and its 
records are given in Tables No. 9 and 10.
It would serve no useful purpose to give here a 
detailed list of the many tests carried out since 
those of particular interest are selected and dealt 
with in Chapter 4. The scope of the tests may be 
gathered from an inspection of Tables No. 8 to 16 in­
clusive particularly when the following reference 
scheme is noted. Suffice it to say that, where pos­
sible, switching and oscillation tests were carried 
out on all the available machines.
As the number of records produced by these tests 
became larger, a scheme of rapid reference became 
increasingly desirable. The main information required 
at a glance was obviously:-
(a) fiecord serial number,
(b) Generator reference letter,
(c) Prom which part of generator
(e.g. Main, field or abutment), and
(d) On what external circuit.
A composite reference number could easily give 
these requirements and this was made of the type%-
Serial No./Beference Letter./Current No./Circuit 
No., the generator letter being obtained from Tgble 1, 




X ....  .......Abutment Current,
2 ............Field Current,
these numbers corresponding to the suffices used in X 
Chapter 2. The circuit number was taken from the 
connection diagram actually in use and may be referred 
to through Table 22.
As an example of the above scheme,
106/B/0/4
means Record Serial Ho. 106, taken from Generator B 
and showing the main current. Diagram of connections 
is Circuit Ho. 4 and (from Table 22) is given in figure 
49.
For the sake of uniformity this reference scheme 
was ante-dated to include all the records previously 
taken with the Duddell oscillograph.
When the tests at Messrs Austin*s works were com­
pleted, the oscillograph was returned to the labora­
tory and an extensive series of tests carried out on 
Generator C, a plain shunt machine without interpoles 
or compensating windings and not so far employed during 
this investigation, the results being given in Tables 
11 and 12. Later, attention was returned to Generator 
A and a new series of tests started, these being with 
various combinations of the circuit inductance and 
other parameters, and included a series of tests with 
specially narrow brushes. These results are detailed 
in Tables 12 to 16 inclusive.
FIHAL HOTES.
Throughout the tests in which oscillation occurs, 
the scale values for the records were later measured 
by arranging a definite deflection on the camera screen 
by means of a direct current and voltage, supplied by/
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by a battery, before alteration of any of the oscillo­
graph controls were made, and a short length of film 
exposed. All load and circuit resistances were meas­
ured by means of accurate volt-and ammeters.
During the tests made with the new oscillograph 
more than 500 feet of film or paper was exposed and 
of this total, less than 10 feet was wasted due to 
the oscillograph. Throughout no trouble was experienced 
and the 200 volt projector bulb has been supplied at 
250 volts for rather more than a total of 4 hours and 
is as yet in good condition. The Deprez time marker 
performed faultlessly and, compared to the original 
Duddell outfit, the entire unit was a pleasure to 
operate.
CHAPTER 4.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & COMPARISONS WITH THEORY,
This Chapter is divided into 7 Sections 
and each may be regarded as a continuation 
and conclusion of the equivalent Section of 
Chapter 2.
S: .v
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MAINTAINED OSCILLATIONS PRODUCED BY THREE 
WELDING GENERATORS, A, B and C, WITH 
TRANSFORMER FIELD EXCITATION ONLY (FIGURE 
1) •
(1) EXPLANATORY INTRODUCTION.
To prove that the indications of the linear theory 
outlined in Chapter 2, Section 1 are reasonable, three 
dynamos of different designs and capacities have been 
tested, coupled generally as in figure 1, and in each 
case were caused to self-excite and produce low fre­
quency oscillations without difficulty, except that if 
the circuit was broken at zero current it was usually 
necessary to re-establish the residual magnetism by 
temporary separate excitation from a battery*
Before recording or discussing the results obtained, 
it is useful to enumerate here some of the variables and 
interpret some of the methods used in making the records.
(a) Tests were made on almost short circuit con­
ditions and also with some resistance in the 
external circuit.
(b) The resistance of the field circuits was not 
altered in this series of tests (except in 
the case of Record No. 107 (figure 71) which 
had an added resistance of 1.4 ohms) and the 
total circuit resistance included that of the 
transformer secondary and oscillograph shunt, 
the latter being maintained at .1 ohm through­
out.
(c) The load voltages recorded in the various 
tables and shown on each of the records is 
the dynamo terminal value and includes the 
transformer primary drop, the oscillograph/
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oscillograph shunt and that due to any added 
external resistance.
(d) The total resistances given in Table 20 in-*,{
eluded the internal values of the machine (i.e.
!I
the armature, compensating windings if any, and 
allowance for the brush drop).
(e) The field voltages recorded in the tables and 
shown on the corresponding records is. that 
appearing at the ends of the field winding 
alone.
By varying the experiments a slight attempt has 
been made to find the effect of the following on the 
wave-shape, amplitude and frequency of the oscillationj-
(1) The value of M (obtained by varying the 
transformer airgap and number of coils 
in use),
(2) The brush position,
(3) The brush width,
(4) Load resistance,
but no definite conclusions have been drawn.
In recording the results each record used is given 
a separate figure and record number as described in 
Chapter 3 (p. 86 ). Scales are also given which en­
able the maximum currents and voltages reached during 
the oscillation to be stated within 10$ and 20$ re­
spectively.
In order to recognise instantly the current line 
on an oscillogram, the voltage element of the instru­
ment was tilted forward slightly so that only one half 
of its reflected light spot reached the screen. This 
gave the current record as a heavy black line while 
the voltage line appeared light. In some cases too, 
where conditions compelled the two lines to be close/
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close together on the record, the voltage element was 
reversed with respect to the current.
In Table 20 all necessary test information is 
gathered together and, in addition to the details taken 
from the oscillograms, the actual circuit resistances 
are given. The letters B and IT denote the brush pos­
ition as back and neutral respectively, O.L., that only 
one limb of the transformer T is in use, and w, that 
the circumferential width of the brushes was temporarily 
reduced to abouife f/8 M.
The dynamo resistances used in the following cal­
culations are taken from Table 33, modified as under 
to include stray losses, the inductances being the 
machine and transformer values added together. The 
values of P and Q are those given in Chapter 2, Section 
1, and for convenience are repeated herej-
( 2) EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE.
In Table 20 the actual resistances of the load 
circuits are recorded but for the purpose of frequency 
calculations by means of the linear theory allowance 
must be made to cover stray losses, particularly those 
occurring in the coils under commutation. These, and 
other losses which can be represented by an additional 
resistance, will be large, and in making the calcula­
tions for Generators A and C the armature circuit re­
sistances have been taken at approximately 3 times their 
measured value and for Generator B, at approximately 
twice the measured value, the reason for the latter/
•f Ral + KM
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latter being that this machine was slightly over- 
compensated particularly with the brushes neutral. To 
the load circuit resistances given in Table 20, the
above additional allowances have been made and included
in the table of calculations below.
(5) VALUES OF g. L AID M.
In order to calculate the frequency it is not only
necessary to assume modifications of the circuit re­
sistances to include stray losses but to arrive at the 
actual value of K which should be used in the calcula­
tions is a matter of some difficulty owing to the pres­
ence of saturation in the magnetic circuit of all the 
generators tested. The method which has been adopted 
here to evaluate K is to find its minimum value from 
the appropriate open circuit characteristic for the 
tabulated maximum field current taken from each record.
A value between the unsaturated (or maximum) and the 
saturated (or minimum) has been chosen.
Where the brushes are displaced a corresponding 
modification has been made in the values of L and M, 
that is, as the brushes are in each case placed back 
from the neutral, the numerical value of the transformer 
M has been reduced.
(4) CALCULATIONS.
Por simplicity these are in tabular form.
Pig.ffo. 96 98 100 71 87 88
Bef.No. 151/A 155/A 154/A 107/B 158/C 157/C
1.0 1.25 1.8 2.2 1.2 1.810 16- 10 10 n r To~
1.45 1.45 1.45 2.2 25.5 25.5
£.25 JU6Io^ 9-?
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P *17.7 -15 -.3 +72 -5.3 -21
Q 244 246 281 2400 31 46
P*f -  9 -165 -190 -280 — -24 + 64
CO 12.8 13.8 16.7 — 4.9 —
fre4. 2.05 2.2 , 2.7 0 .78 0




11 9 10 — 9.5 2.2
The results of these calculations show that so many
adverse conditions exist in practical generators that it
is nearly impossible to obtain reliable results by cal-
culation during a state of oscillation and this applies
not only to the linear theory but to Tensor Analysis, 
recently applied to dynamo-electric machinery by Kron 
and others.
(,s "The Application of Tensors to the Analysis )
( of Rotating Electrical Machinery", Kron, )
( General Electric Review, Vol.38, April 1935.)
Tensor analysis, although a powerful method when 
applied to ideal machines, is subject to similar limi­
tations to the linear theory in a ctual practice.
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(5) COMMENTS ON THE ABOVE BESULTS*
According to the linear theory and the assumptions 
made, two of the calculated results indicate no oscilla­
tion, although the actual oscillograms taken under these 
conditions (107/B/0/7 and 137/C/0/13) are gibod examples 
of maintained vibrations. In the first case P appears 
positive while in the second P is negative.
Generator B is known to be over-compensated in the 
neutral brush position (see above) and it is more than 
likely that the oscillation is here maintained by the 
presence of a series impulse communicated to the field 
by the coils under commutation.
In the case of Generator C, because P is numeri­
cally large and negative,
Pfc- Q is positive
An examination of the constituents of P indicates 
that this large negative value can only be affected by 
a modification in the values of K or M. K is not 
likely to be greatly different from the chosen figure 
and therefore the value of M is suspect. Since this 
machine has no interpoles, the reaction of the coils 





MAINTAINED OSCILLATIONS PBODUCED BY TWO 
SHUNT WOUND WELDING GENEBATOBS WITH MUTUAL 
INDUCTANCE BETWEEN THE ABMATUBE OB LOAD 
CIBCUIT AND THE FIELD WINDING (FIGUBE 2).
(1) BXPLANATOBY INTBODUCTION.
To prove that the indications of the linear theory 
outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2, are reasonable, two 
dynamos of different capacities and designs were tested, 
coupled generally as in figure 2 , and in each case were 
caused to self-excite and produce low frequenoy oscil­
lations without difficulty.
The variables were as follows:-
(a) Tests were made on almost short circuit and 
also with some resistance in t he external cir­
cuit.
(b) The resistance of the field circuits was kept 
constant for both machines.
(c) Inspection of the circuits 15 and 16 (figures 
60 and 61) will show where the currents and 
voltages were measured.
(d) The resistances given in Table 21 are the load,
B, the armature circuit, B,, and the field cir­
cuit, B*.
(e) The field voltage recorded in the tables and 
shown on the corresponding records is that 
appearing at the ends of the field winding alone.
(f) Scales are given which enable the maximum cur­
rent and voltage reached during an oscillation 
to be stated within 10$ and 20$ respectively.
In Table 21 all the necessary test information is 
gathered together and, in additions to the details taken
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taken from the oscillograms, the actual circuit resis­
tances are given. The armature circuit resistances used 
in the following calculations are modified as under to 
include an approximate allowance for stray losses, the 
inductance being the machine and transformer values
added together. The values of P and Q are those ob­
tained in Chapter 2, Section 2, for the short shunt case 
and for convenience are repeated here:-
P = BL.+ Rtl + HLa + BiL + Rtl^+ R.I.- 2R.M - KL + KM
llt + 11* + 1, 1, - 21, M - M* 9
q - BH, + RRr + R. R, - KR 
H ’ 1L, +  H t +  1 , 1 *  - 21.M-M* '
(2) EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE.
Por the purpose of calculating the frequency by
means of the linear theory the same allowance has been
made to the armature circuit resistances to cover stray 
losses as was made in Section 1 of this chapter.
(5) VA1UES OP g. 1 AND M.
It might appear in this case that the value of K 
should be numerically the same as R* and this would be 
true for zero frequency but is not the case when the 
machine is maintaining oscillations and, as before, an 
average value of K has been chosen.
Again, as in Section 1, modifications have been 
made in the values of 1 and M to take account of dif­
ferent brush positions.
(4) CA1CU1ATI0NS.
Por simplicity these are again in tabular form.
Pig.No 
Ref.No
102 106 110 90 92
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P -6.2 4 -6.2 -21 -•3
Q 60 -114 60 -3 22.2
P*
4 - « . v50.4 118 -50.4 113 -22
C*J 7.3 — 7.3 — 4.7
frequency 1.16 0 1.16 0 .75
Observed




13.2 10 1.5 8.5
( 5) COMMENTS OK THE ABOVE RBSULTS.
The results of these calculations again show great 
discrepancies between the indications of the linear 
theory (during vibration) and the actual tests. The 
calculations are, of course, sensitive to the values 
of the circuit parameters, particularly to the value of 
K, M and the load, and these are in turn dependent on 
so many variables that only by exhaustive tests on one 
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Since this enquiry is more concerned with the 
principles and existence of maintained vibrations than 
with the calculated frequencies and wave shapes, it is 
not proposed to go further into these discrepancies.
It is of interest to note, however, from the above 
table, that the maximum outputs during oscillation are 
high, in one instance being in excess of 13 Kw. When 
this power, with the addition of that required for 
internal losses and the driving of the generator unit, 
was demanded from the supply alternator, the regulation 
of which was poor, the generator speed dropped consid­
erably and this in turn affected the wave shape of the 
oscillation. It is also of interest to note that the 
injector transformer raised the field terminal voltage 
to quite high values in some cases.
Becord Bos.168, 169 and 171 (figures 104, 106 and 
108) show nearer approach to the sinusoidal shape than 
any of the others and an inspection of the corresponding 
field values, Becord Bos. 177, 175 and 173 (figures 105, 
107, 109) will demonstrate one of the reasons for this. 
The latter records show that the maximum value of the 
field current is situated more nearly at one quarter 
period from the start of a wave than in any other ex­
periment recorded, and the maximum value of the load 
current and voltage must therefore be placed in an 
equivalent relative position. The greatest values of 
the field currents shown on Becords 177, 175 and 173 
are 14, 16 and 6.7 amps, respectively and a reference 
to the open circuit characteristic for Generator A 
(figure 126) shows that a field saturation condition 
exists well beyond the knee of the curve for all these 
current, values. This constitutes a second reason for 
the sinusoidal shape. The relativa-widths of the top/
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top portions of the e.m.f. waves on Records 168, 169 
and 171 are in reasonable proportion to the field cur 
rent values of 14, 16 and 6.7 amperes.
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EVIDENCE COLLECTED IB FAVOUR OF PRODUCING & 
MAINTAINING OSCILLATIONS IN A DYNAMO CONTAIN­
ING NO MUTUAL INDUCTANCE AND HAVING A FORCING 
FREQUENCY APPLIED TO ITS FIELD IN PHASE WITH 
THE FREE FREQUENCY OF THE CIRCUIT.
No direct evidence has been obtained on the above 
method of producing and maintaining oscillations but 
the indirect evidence is fairly conclusive.
The indirect evidence may be summed thuss-
(1) In Section 1 of this Chapter, it was shown that 
although the linear theory indicated no oscillation 
by means of mutual inductance, good oscillations were 
shown on Record No. 107/B/0/7, (figure 71) and can 
only be accounted for on the basis of the series 
impulse which undoubtedly exists in this machine on 
account of its over-compensation.
(2) In Section 5 of this Chapter the same machine shows 
exactly the same results. (Record No. 106/B/0/6, 
figure 70).
(3) In Section 6 of this Chapter it is shown that Gener­
ator D (70 Kw. constant current):-
(a) Produces and maintains oscillations without the 
injector in circuit (lll/D/0/4, figure 76) and these 
can only be eliminated by a forward lead of the main 
generator brushes, that is, by a negative series im­
pulse.
(b) When a correctly coupled injector is utilised 
both theory and practice show that with the brushes 
neutral maintained oscillations are not possible. 
Record 121/D/1/9 (figure 80) shows the abutment field 
variation almost eliminated and in fact slightly re­
versed. Record number 113/U/0/8 (figure 79) shows/
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shows the resulting damping of the oscillatory 
discharge in the main dynamo circuit.
(c) Although the theory shows that there should
be no tendency to generate and maintain oscillations 
with a suitable injector and particularly with the 
brushes back (M positive), the corresponding series 
impulse does, in practice, produce and maintain 
oscillations as indicated in Record number 119/D/0/8 
(figure 82).
(d) The Generator F could only be stopped from 
oscillating in practice by diverting its interpoles 
thus introducing a transient negative series impulse 
through the coils under commutation.
Paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) are dealt with at 
greater length in the proper Sections and will there­




MATHEMATICS OP THE GENERAL CASE.
Since this Section in Chapter 2 dealt almost 
entirely with the mathematics of the general case, 
little further need be said in this connection, ex­
cept that the conclusions noted in Section 3 of this 
Chapter apply here with equal force.
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TESTS ON WELDING GENERATORS.
(1) EXPLANATORY INTRODUCTION,
Using th.4 Duddell Oscillograph a large number of 
oscillograms of armature and field circuit currents 
were taken from Generator A, coupled generally as shown 
in figure 9, with the brushes in the three different 
positions forward, neutral and back.
As outlined in Chapter 3 many difficulties had to 
be overcome before reasonably satisfactory oscillograms 
were produced.
A resistance of about *11 ohm capacity was util­
ised to replace the arc and to represent load conditions 
when the load to short circuit switching records were 
taken. Most of the oscillograms taken with the Duddell 
instrument show a high frequency ripple which may be 
caused by a variation of the polar reluctance since it 
was not practicable (due to the short core length) dur­
ing manufacture to skew the stator slots of this gener­
ator a complete slot pitch, and as the magnetic circuit 
is completely laminated, there exists only the coils 
under commutation to act as dampers.
The oscillograms for the backward brush position 
are, in most cases, not representative owing to the 
large speed variation which occurred during the taking 
of the records and therefore, in makingAcomparison be­
tween calculation and experiment, only those for the 
forward and neutral brush positions are chosen.
(2) SWITCHING PROM FULL LOAD TO SHORT CIRCUIT. GENERATOR A.
Table 23 gives the terminal details taken from the 
oscillograms and it will be noticed that there are/
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are discrepancies between the details for the load and 
field circuit records, due to these being taken at 
different times and therefore under different tempera­
ture and other conditions. Three further points should 
be noted:-
(1) An inspection of the open circuit characteristic 
(figure 126) shows that between zero and 25 volts 
the machine operates almost entirely outwith the 
magnetic saturation zone and therefore the assump­
tion of non-saturation of the magnetic circuit is 
reasonable in this case.
(2) The value of S for the neutral brush position has 
been calculated from equation (6) (Chapter 2, Sec­
tion 5) and when using the value of r for this test
p c
ohms) the calculated figure is less than the 
short circuit current from the record, which is 510 
amperes (figure 67). This difference may have been 
due to the brushes being slightly displaced from the 
neutral, errors of observation, etc.
(5) l?or the forward brush position the value of 1ST can­
not be directly known but once the short circuit
current has been determined it can be calculated
from equation (6) (Chapter 2, Section 5).
In carrying out the calculations to compare the 
calculated and recorded curves the tabular method was 
adopted and the table below gives the equation constants. 
Although the records give slightly different readings, 
the constants of the following equations are based on
terminal figures for
t * 0
of i = 315 amperes ) Brushes forward,) Calculations Table 24*
= 15 amperes ) __
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i - 540 amperes ) Brushes neutral,
1* = 6.1 amperes ) Calculations Table 25.
Brush Position Forward Neutral
Record Number...... .. 5/A/0/1 67/A/O/l
Load Volts   25 27.5
Load Amperes .......  515 540
SC. Amperes    405 505
Record Number .........  ll/A/2/2 75/A/2/2
Field Volts ............ 15.8 15
Field Amperes .......... 15*5 15*5
Field Amperes (taken as) 15 15
Load Speed (r.p.m.) .. 2842 2670
Light * ( • * ) . .  —  5100
S.C. « ( « ) .. 2912 2552
2 6r ohms   0
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS.
R ohms .........  fglP
H, M   1 1
T u . ±2 11.5L henries ........ ■fp* 10T
2 2
I* "    TO TO
M •*     • ~TOa 0
N » ......  “ 0
r ohms    0 HT5"
assumed) volts*. 15 15
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The equations may now be written with numerical co-
efficients.
Forward Brush Position:-
i = 990 0, - 90 0„ + 405
±% = 33.4 0, + 15
Neutral Brush Position:-
i = 1070 e, - 100 e„ + 440
= so, - 2.5 e„ + 3.6
where 0, « ebt sinwt, Forward, and 0M = e coswt.
and 0, = ebt sinwt, Neutral, and 8,( = e ooswt.
Figures 1X4 and 115 for "the forward brush position 
and figures 116 and 117 for the neutral position, plotted 
on the basis that the final static values of the short 
circuit and field currents from the records are altered/
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altered to correspond with the calculated values, show 
the results of calculation and experiment together, and 
fairly good agreement will be observed between these 
particularly in regard to the amplitude of the over­
shoot.
The experimental curves, however, are all dis­
placed relatively towards the left and this is almost 
certainly due to the mutual inductive reaction of the 
coils under commutation. It is well known that the 
presence of a short circuited secondary coil in a 
magnetic circuit causes the primary current (when a 
voltage is applied to the primary) to rise faster and 
fall slower during the earlier and later parts of the 
change respectively and this condition appears to be 
clearly indicated in the figures.
In a recent paper,*6
(,6 MTransients in Arc Welding Generators")
( Miller, Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol.52, Mar. )
( 1933. )
a much closer agreement between calculated and test re­
sults is indicated in similar circumstances but the 
writer is inclined to the opinion that this closer 
agreement has been obtained by modifying the circuit 
parameters to suit the observed results.
(3) SWITCHING FROM OPEN CIRCUIT TO SHORT CIRCUIT. 
GENERATOR A.
Table 26 gives the terminal details taken from 
the appropriate oscillograms when switching from open 
to short circuit and to make a comparison the calcu­
lations for Generator A in this instance have been 
based strictly on the designed parameters for forward 
and neutral brush positions with r adjusted to give 
approximately the same volt—ampere characteristid and 
short circuit current for brushes neutral as for brushed
108.
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b3rush.es forward. The values of r are,
r = 0 ohms, brushes forward. 
r = TO* obins> ” neutral.
It was also intended to make the calculation for 
the backward brush position, but as the preliminary 
calculation showed non-oscillatory conditions and as 
the oscillograms taken were not sufficiently represen­
tative, this plan was discarded.
The chief object of this part of the enquiry is 
to indicate how magnetic saturation affects the results 
when the value of K has been taken from the straight 
part of the open circuit characteristic. If the value 
of K is correspondingly reduced, a much nearer approxi­
mation could, of course, be obtained.
As before, in carrying out the calculations the 
tabular method was adopted, the table below giving the 




i b 0 amperes ) Brushes foirward,
} Calculations table 27* iR = 15 amperes )
i =s 0 amperes ) neutral,
i, = 15 amperes ) Calculations lable 28.
Brush Position Forward Neutral
Becord Number l/A/0/1 63/ A / 0 /1
S.C. Amperes 405 520
Becord Number 7/A/2/2 69 / A / 2 / 2
Field Volts 15.8 14.8
Field Amperes 16 16.2
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The equations may now be written with numerical 
coefficients.
Forward Brush Position:-
i * 3300 0, - 440 0„ + 440
i* - 107.3 0, + 15
Neutral Brush Position;-
i = 5060 0, - 440 0„ + 440
it = 17.62 0, + 11.58 0H + 3.42
where 0, = ebtsinwt, 0„ = ebt coQcsfc, forward.
0, = ebt sinwt, 0„ = ebtcoso*t, neutral.
Figures 118 and 119 for the forward brush posi­
tion and figures 120 and 121 for the neutral brush
position show the result of experiment and calculation 
together and, as to be expected, the calculated results 
greatly exceed those obtained by experiment, chiefly 
on account of magnetic saturation as previously indi­
cated.
From the chosen value of K the light load voltage 
would be at least twice the actual value obtained in 
each experiment, involving twice the field energy dis­
charge.
(4) MAINTAINED OSCILLATIONS WITH SEPARATE EXCITATION.
The oscillograms which illustrate the maintenance 
of oscillations from a separately excited generator are: 
103/B/0/6, 104/B/0/6, I05/B/0/6, and 106/B/0/6
and the corresponding figures are:-
68, 72, 69, and 70
Table 29 gives the details taken from these records 
All these results were obtained from Generator B 
with the brushes approximately neutral and the injector 
transformer airgap set at Records of the load
current and voltage only were taken and Table 29 gives/
111.
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the values of the circuit resistance from which the 
total resistances, including the transformer, were ob­
tained. Becord Nos. 103/B/0/6 and 104/B/0/6 show 
oscillations of quite abnormal shape, the observed 
frequencies from 103/B/0/6 being 1.9 cycles/second and 
from 104/B/0/6, 1.2 cycles per second. The frequency 
calculation for Becord Bos. 105/B/0/6 and 106/B/0/6 
is shown below.
GrBBERATQB B .
Becord Bo. 105/B/0/6 106/B/0/
Pigure No. 69 70
Observed Preq.cycles/Sec, 4.5 7
B ohms .17 .29
B* 11 1.7 1.7
r H 0 .12
L henries 2.9TtF 2.9TOT
v t! 4.8 4.8irr
M ; I* ■ 2.7 “ TTF 2.7" TTF
K 4.2 4.2
*1 Volts 1.95 11.55
P — 39.5 -
Q 440 -
P*
I - « -2500 -
CO 7.1 -
Calc. Preq. 1.13 0
The values of P and Q above are calculated from 
the expressions given in Chapter 2, Section 5 and, for 
convenience of reference, are repeated here,
SL± + Ba 1 + rL> + KM - KBLa - 2rM #P = LI, -
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SB* + rB* + Kr - ENBi - rl
Q ■ le~ = — m *— -----
In this case, since the brushes are neutral, N 
is zero.
According to the linear theory the calculations 
show P to be positive (i.e. no vibrations) in the case 
of Becord Bo. 106/B/0/6, while the actual record shows 
a very good oscillation. T he observations on over­
compensation made on p. 34 in this connection apply 
here also.
Concluding, records of maintained oscillations 
with separate excitation have been obrained from Gener­
ator A and all the constant current units L, E and P 
have been known to produce and maintain similar oscilla­
tions.
( 5) SWITCHING TESTS OB GENEBATOBS B, G and H. COM­
PARISON WITH PUBLISHED QBITEBIA.
The tests made on these generators consisted of 
switching from open to short circuit and back again to 
circuit.
The method of current regulation used with Gener­
ator B has already been described fully (figure 9).
In the cumulative compound Generator G, shunt field 
regulation is employed between the limits of full load 
(200 amperes) and approximately half load (100 amperes) 
when a new welding terminal is available which intro­
duces a series resistance to the arc circuit, thereby 
enabling the open circuit voltage to return to its 
original value and allowing the shunt regulator to be 
used throughout its range again. Oscillogram Bo. 
88/G/0/4 (figure 67) shows the result with the 100
ampere terminal in use.
Por the series opposition generator H, similar/
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similar performance to that of Generator G is obtained 
on smaller electrodes by the use of a shunt regulator 
and a series field tapping switch, the opposition m.m.f. 
being increased in definite steps for smaller current 
values allowing the restoration of the open circuit 
voltage for each step and a new shunt control effected* 
Oscillograms No* 82/B/0/4, 85/G/0/4 and 91/H/0/4 
(figures 62, 63 and 64 respectively) show the short 
circuit currents and terminal voltages for the appro­
priate generators, the fields being set for maximum 
output in each case. Kecord No. 98/G/0/4 (figure 66) 
shows the short circuit current with the dynamo field 
regulated to give approximately 100 amperes load current 
and 88/G/0/4 shows the corresponding result using the 
100 ampere terminal and full field. A further record 
was taken (99/B/0/5, figure 65) to show the effect of 
using the injector transformer (with an */b air gap) 
to increase the speed of response of Generator B. The 
open circuit voltage in this case was reduced from 66 
to 49 by the additional resistance of the transformer 
secondary in the field circuit of the machine*
SWITCHING FROM OPEN CIRCUIT TO SHORT CIRCUIT AND BACK













62 82/B 66 3 330 MaximumOutput*
63 85/G 70.5 3 325 MaximumOutput.
64 91/E 73 3 295 MaximumOutput.
66 9 8/G 49 3 285 RegulatedDown.
67 88/G 72.5 1.5 .165 100 amp. Terminal.
65 S&9/B 49 2.5 182 Inj ector 
■ used. _
114.
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In making these switching tests fast circuit 
breakers were not available and the time taken com­
pletely to rupture the circuit by hand operated switch 
is clearly indicated on all the records, and was of 
the order of l/20th of a second. This condition masks 
the transient voltage rise which would appear due to 
the discharge of the armature circuit stored energy. 
The table below shows
(1) The values of the current overshoot taken as a 
percentage of the steady short circuit current.
(2) The reserve voltage measured approximately l/20th 
of a second after rupture.
(3) The approximate time taken to recover to within 
5io of the normal open circuit voltage.













1° 6. C. Volts. Secs.
62 82/B 66 70 44 .67 .125
63 85/G 70.5 37 44 .62 .2
64 91/H 75 30 46 .63 K'vCM.
66 98/Gr 49 5 39 .8 .06
67 8S/G 72.5 5 59 CM00. .1
65 99/B 49 0 49 1 Approx.0
The details given in the above table demonstrate 
that all these generators "are- well up to the require­
ments of good welding, at least with regard to speed 
of action. It is interesting to note that:-
(1) Generator G gives quite good results when 
regulated by field resistance only and that 
the ratio Yolt s is ac'fcually greater
than €ox the full load condition. This im-/
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improvement is undoubtedly due to the intro­
duction of resistance into the field circuit 
with consequent reduction of its stored energy,
(2) The introduction of resistance into the arc 
circuit raises the open circuit voltage for
a given arc current and this has the effect of
________________ ~ Reserve Voltsincreasing the ratio - o ^ ^ olts—  •
(3) The introduction of the injector has made the 
performance of Generator B almost perfect on 
all the three criteria.
The injector, however, is a large piece of apparatus 
and further, introduces inductance into the arc circuit 




TESTS OH A COHSTAHT CURRENT GENERATOR 
SWITCHING PROM IOAD TO SHORT CIRCUIT.
(1) COMPARISON OP CALCULATION AND TEST POR ABUTMENT 
VARIATION COMPLETELY DAMPED OUT BY THE INJECTOR.
Details from the Reoord;-
Figure Number     85
Beference Number  ................ 129/L/0/8
Short Circuit Amperes ............  250
Sbort Circuit Volts  ........  2.4
Load Amperes  ...... ..........  250
Load Volts •«...••••••........ .. 250
Pield Amperes S.C . •....... 15
Pield Amperes Load..... .........  195
Brushes  ..... ..... .......... Neutral
Transformer.....................  »/$" Airgap.
The following preliminary calculations and assump­
tions are required in order to comply with the condi­
tions upon which the equations are based.
(a) Since compounding is neglected, the value 
of i for t = 0 should be calculated from 
equation (13) of Chapter 2, Section 6.
This equation iss-
B, _ K,e
1 = R,’ - E7K* “ 224*
The natural regulation Is therefore 10$.
(b) It is assumed that the ratio -
Abutment Turns-----  ls m^ty.
Series Opposition Turns
(c) Due to the action of the injector the abut­
ment current becomes almost constant and
is assumed to be so, therefore, 1/
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i, = constant = I, = 250 amps.
(d) The power loss in the abutment circuit is 
400 watts, therefore,
E, a 1#6 volts.
As, however, no great error will be introduced 
by using the steady state values from the record, these 
will be employed in the calculations, thus, for
t = 0,
i = 250 amperes
i, = 250 amperes
it = 195 amperes on load
i* = 15 ampere^ on short circuit.
In forming the complete circuit parameters, those 
for the primary of the transformer must be included in
secondary are cumulative when used as an injector, the 
yokes and cores of the transformer will be well satur­
ated, at least while the high impulse current remains.
An allowance for the primary self-inductance of one
half normal value should be sufficient to cover this
8 4condition, that is henries while ohms will be taken
for the additional resistance. The tables below gives
the circuit parameters and equation constants.
the load circuit primary and
CIBCUIT PABAMETEKS
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K, .3 From O.C. Char.
Kx 2. H H If
K.K* .6
EQUATION CONSTANTS.
p 20 HI, + B.Lu*
Q 24,400 BB* + K.K. LL*










A« 4 AbU - BcoU + AV
B, 180 AwU + BbU + BV
0, 15 Y S
The equations may now be written with numerical 
coefficients and are
-loti « 700e sin 156t + 250
•IQt "ix * 4e sin 156t + 180e cos 156t + 15
The equation for the load current for a time equi­
valent to one quarter of the first period gives i * 850 
amperes approximately, whereas the maximum value taken 
from Kecord No. 129/E/0/8 (figure 85) is about 20$ 
greater than this, further, the calculation shows the
119.
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the decrement to be small and the record indicates a 
fairly large decrement. The frequency measured from 
the oscillogram is 27 cycles per second. Figure 122 
gives a comparison of calculated and experimental curves.
The chief difference between test and calculation 
is again undoubtedly due to the mutual inductance of the 
coils under commutation. Further inspection of figure 
122 shows a rapid current rise to peak value and the 
experimental curve is again displaced towards the origin 
when compared with the calculation. T his indicates 
that the field flux is retained for a longer period at
a higher value than would otherwise be the c ase if 
negative mutual inductance were not present, and al­
though the peak value attained in the first half period 
is greater than the linear theory indicates, this must 
ultimately result in a quick dissipation of the field 
energy with consequent increase of the decrement.
While measuring the inductance values for Generator 
JD (figure 152), the necessary readings were taken at 
25 cycles per second and were made with the main brushes 
in place and also raised from the commutator. The 
great difference observed in the inductance values of 
the field circuit under these conditions further empha­
sises the effect of the coils undergoing commutation.
(2) EFFECTS OF THE INJECTOR.
(a) On the current overshoot.
The oscillograms used to compare the current over­
shoots are detailed in Table 50 and are Nos. 110/D/0/4 
and 115/D/0/8 (figures 75 and 79 respectively). Both 
these records were taken in switching from 126 volts 
load to short circuit, the first with the main generator 
brushes '/4- M forward and without the injector, the second/
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second including the injector airgap) in circuit 
and with the brushes neutral.
These records demonstrate that the effect of the 
injector has been to reduce the overshoot by 35$ in 
addition to allowing the machine to operate successfully 
with the brushes in the neutral position.
(b) On the tendency to oscillate.
The value of P in the equation for M = 0 (Equation
(D), Chapter 2, Section 6) must always be positive, 
indicating that the addition of an injector of suffic­
ient capacity completely to stabilise the abutment 
current during sudden load changes, will eliminate all 
possibility of low frequency self excitation in such 
generators.
Inspection of Record 113/D/0/8 (figure 79) shows
that although oscillatory discharge is present, the
decrement is great and the fluctuations are quickly 
damped out.
(c) On the abutment and field currents.
Record 121/1/1/9 (figure 80) shows clearly that 
the abutment circuit fluctuation is almost eliminated 
and the e.m.f. generated in the transformer to bring 
this about is also shown. The peak value of the 
injected e.m.f. is about 6 times the steady abutment 
value (8.45 volts). Record 126/D/2/12 (figure 81) 
shows the corresponding field current and it may be 
observed that the main field current dies quickly to 
zero, and that the voltage peak value required to re­
verse it is at least 5 times that of the steady state 
value. Comparing these records (121 and 126) with 
Records 123/D/1/10 and 124/D/2/11 (no injector) it will 
be observed from Record 123/D/1/10 tha-t the abutment
121
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abutment current rises to 2.5 times its steady state 
value and it is interesting to note that the main field 
current actually rises at the moment of switching. This 
is due to the main brushes being forward, thus providing 
direct negative mutual inductance between the armature 
and field circuits.
(d) On the Frequency.
Adding the injector to the circuit has the effect 
of raising the frequency of the discharge from about 
10 to 27 cycles per second. The calculations made in 
Chapter 2, Section 6 indicated that this was likely to 
be the case but when comparing Records 110/D/0/4 and 
113/D/0/8 it must be noted that the brush positions are 
not the same and this may have a considerable effect 
on the actual value of the frequency obtained.
C5) EFFECTS OF BRUSH POSITION.
Comparison of the line current Records lll/D/E/4 
and 119/D/0/8 (figures 76 and 82) and the corresponding 
abutment and field records, details of which are given 
in Table 31, will show that maintained oscillations 
with forward and backward brush positions and separate 
excitation are possible. Record lll/D/0/4 demonstrates 
the production of maintained oscillations with the 
brushes f/8 » forward and no injector while Record 119/D 
/0/8 shows a similar condition with the brushesbaok 
and having the injector in circuit (airgap V* M). The 
frequency of the oscillation is twice as fast in the 
latter case as in the former, the approximate values 
being 22 and 11 cycles per second respectively.
(4) EVIDENCE ON SERIES IMPULSE.
The indications of the mathematical analysis 
applied to constant current generators are to the effect/
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effect that maintained oscillations are not possible 
when an injector of sufficient capacity is coupled in 
circuit generally as figure .11. By giving the main 
generator brushes lead or lag, negative or positive 
mutual inductance and series impulse is introduced 
between the armature and field circuits and fluxes.
If magnetic linkage is present between these circuits 
it must be assumed that series impulse effects in the 
form of extra magnetism must exist, and therefore that
this effect must preponderate over the corresponding 
additional M between the circuits. Giving the brushes 
a forward lead introduces a negative M and, in accord­
ance with previous calculations and experimental re­
sults, should increase the tendency to oscillate, but 
does not. On the other hand, giving the brushes a 
negative lead introduces positive M and should eliminate 
the tendency to oscillate, but does not, as demonstrated 
by Record No. 119/D/0/8. These conditions provide 
strong evidence that the differential series impulse 
on the main field, in the first case, tends to'and does 
eliminate and overcome the effect of negative mutual 
inductance and actually prevents self excitation, the 
opposite being true in the latter case.
In further support of the above, three generators 
of 320 Kw capacity (the details of which are given 
under the reference letter F in Table 34) when first 
tested gave a considerable amount of trouble with low 
frequency self excitation. It was found that the usual 
expedient of giving the main brushes a forward lead was 
not completely effective and other methods were tried. 
Past experience clearly indicated that the opposition 
impulse was, in this case, too small, and to increase 
this, the possibilities of using the coils under com-/
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commutation were considered and employed with success. 
The method finally adopted was to increase the inter- 
polar air gap and to divert a portion of the current 
from the interpole coils.
Under steady state conditions the commutation was 
unaffected, but, if the load changed suddenly, the 
divertor temporarily took more than its share of the 
current, thereby introducing to the main field a nega­
tive (demagnetising) impulse through the agency of 
the coils under commutation. This expedient was 
sufficiently successful to enable the main brushes to 
be restored to their neutral position without recurrence 
of the trouble.
( 5) IMBOBIAfflOE OP THE SIBSHGTH RATIO.
This matter has been considered previously, but 
from the point of view of fast operation, the larger 
the dynamo the greater is the necessity for providing 
relatively strong armatures. In all the constant 
currents units discussed here the armature strengths 
have not been very different to those adopted in ordin­
ary D.C. practice, reliance for rapid operation being 
placed on the high exciter ceiling voltage rather than 
on the armature m.m.f./field m.m.f. ratio. Consider­
able improvement in speed of operation could certainly 
have been made in the cases of the larger generators 





As mentioned in Chapter 1 (p.6), it was not pro­
posed to carry out any research on the above subject 
but it is worthy of mention in passing that if it 
were possible in practice to employ higher ratios of 
armature m.m.f./field m.m.f. in alternators, better
performance and cheaper units would result. The 
design tendencies for these machines should therefore 
incline towards the higher ratio, more reliance being 
placed on improved excitation methods than has hitherto 
been customary.
Since switching transients in alternator circuits 
may be considered as direct current phenomena on a 
sinusoidal base, the calculations of these could pro­
ceed on similar lines to those performed for constant 
current generators, the seat of the mutual inductance 
being between the armature and field circuits as for 
the constant current generators described here.
CHAPTER 5.
LEADING- DESIGN FEAT USES OF THE MACHINES 
TESTED INCLUDING METHODS OF OBTAINING 
CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AND CIRCUIT PARA­
METERS.
In this chapter details are given in tabular form 
which enables the electrical design of all the machinery 
used in the production of this thesis to be visualised.
The methods by which the approximate circuit para­
meters are obtained for each unit are outlined and the 
leading figures for the inductances corresponding to 
various airgap lengths of the transformer T are also 
given.
A large number of oscillograms were taken and many 
scrapped. For record purposes, however, tables giving 
details of those preserved appear in Volume II while 
those of particular interest to the investigation have 
been given figure numbers, reproduced in Volume II., 
and referred to throughout this text.
The two classes of generator tested were:-
(1) Welding (Generators driven by suitable motors,
(2) Constant Current Generators driven by suitable 
motors,
and the design details are given in separate tables 
(Tables 32 and 34) under the machine reference letters 
of Table 1. Table 32 gives all design details for 
the welding units A, B and C, while Table 34 provides 
for the Constant Current Plant.
Two further welding units, G and H, were submitted
to switching tests but it is unnecessary to give com­
plete design details for these.
The circuit parameters for each of the welding/
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welding units are given in Table 33, those for Generator 
A being divided into parts corresponding to the three
brush positions, forward, neutral and back.
The circuit resistances are obtained by adding the 
resistance of each of the constituent elements of the 
circuit and an allowance is made for the contact re­
sistance of the brushes where these appear. The induc­
tances are calculated from the voltage and current values 
given in figures 123, 124 and 125 on the assumption that 
the resistance side of the e.m.f. triangle is negligible 
in each instance. For example,
i = —E- = ii-22 x I* 2 TV fl 10s x I '
E 6.37 _ ExM = I T U  = TOr * »
where E and E^are the e.m.fis appearing at the terminals 
of the circuit through which the current I passes and 
the linked circuit respectively.
Where brushes appear the resistance is not strictly 
constant but is a function of the current and the induct­
ance is modified by the reaction of the coils under com­
mutation where these appear. Average allowances have 
been made in the above values to cover this condition.
The field circuit inductances were measured under 
two conditions to bring out the effect of the coils 
short circuited by the brushes and these were (a) brushes 
raised, (b) brushes in place.
The wide variations of the field circuit induct­
ances due to the reactions in the coils short circuited 
are shown in figures 132 and 133, where an average in­
crease of current of approximately 50$ for the sane 





The values given for the constant current generators 
in Table 35 include both generator and exciter, that is, 
the generator and exciter are treated as one unit. The 
resistances and inductances respectively are added to­
gether for those generator and exciter circuits which 
are in series. If a transformer is used, this is in­
dicated in the text and suitable adjustments made to 
obtain the circuit parameters. The values of K are 
measured from the respective open circuit characteristics, 
while the abutment voltage E is reduced to correspond 
with that of the series opposition winding and is ob­
tained by dividing the abutment circuit power lofc$
(watts) by the line (or constant) current of the dynamo.
Each dynamo tested was further subjected to an 
open circuit test to give its characteristic and in the 
case of the welding dynamos, its volt-ampere character­
istic also. These are reproduced in Volume II under 
the figure numbers given in the design tables.
The modern welding units G and H were tested to 
indicate the conditions required for good welding per­
formance. G is an example of the cumulative compound 
type and H represents the separately excited, differ­
entially wound type. Both units are of 6 Kw capacity 
their maximum output being 30 volts, 200 amps., obtained 
when running at 1500 r.p.m. The light load e.m.f. of 
each is approximately 70 volts and both generators are 
fitted with salient laminated poles and solid yokes.
TRE TNJTSCTOfi THANSFOBMEB. (Bef. T).
Figure 139 shows the leading dimensions of the 
core and sections of the windings. The primary winding 
consists of 7 turns of flat copper strip 2.5” x .03", 




The secondary winding has 100 turns of •124M
diameter copper wire wound on top of the primary and
its cold resistance is ohms.
Table 36 shows the results of tests on A.C. of
2 5 cycles/second with different air gaps, the result­
ing values of the inductances for these being obtained 
by calculation from the recorded voltages and currents, 
these results being based on the assumption that the 
resistance side of the voltage triangle is small enough 
to be neglected. The values of 1 and M have been cal­
culated for all the test figures given and plotted in 
figure 138, and the curve value taken for each airgap.
has been e stimated on the assumption that perfect 
linkage exists between the primary and secondary coils, 
and therefore,
In every case, throughout this text, where the
transformer has been used and where it has been neces­




To a large extent the problems considered in this 
thesis relate to what happens when a circulation of 
energy takes place between the field and armature cir­
cuits of commutator dynamo-electric machines.
When switching from the ojen to short circuit con­
dition the energy stored in the field system (if the 
dynamo is excited) is discharged and consumed as follows
(1) It is dissipated by the effective resistance
of the field, armature and associated circuits, 
such as the coils under commutation and the 
eddy current paths in the iron and copper.
(2) Any remaining energy is temporarily stored in 
the armature circuit by a temporary increase 
of the armature or load current beyond its 
steady state value.
(a) If the effective resistances are great, the 
load current may only rise to its steady state 
value without overshoot. This may be compared 
with a displaced pendulum, the bearing friction 
of which is so great, that when released it can­
not swing beyond the vertical.
(b) If the effective resistances are less than 
in (a£) the load current may overshoot and fall 
back exactly to the steady state value; in this 
case the equivalent of a pendulum which, in its 
swing, passes the vertical position once and 
returns there without again re-passing.
(c) If the effective resistances are again less 





(d) If at maximum amplitude and beginning to 
fall, an external impulse is communicated to 
the swing,maintained oscillations are to be 
expected.
WELDIHG- GENERATORS.
Consider now the action of a self-regulating weld­
ing generator in practice. When contact between the 
electrode and the metal is made, the dyiLamo terminals 
are short circuited and the short circuit current may 
rise to a value much larger than that indicated by the 
static volt-ampere characteristic. During this opera­
tion nearly all the field energy is liberated and a 
considerable amount of it wasted in the armature coils 
undergoing commutation. later, when contact is com­
pletely broken, the energy stored in the armature cir­
cuit is liberated, appearing for a very short period 
as high voltage and small current at the dynamo terminals 
and finally disappearing in heat in the form of an arc 
at the electrode point. G-ood welding depends chiefly 
on the ability of the generator to maintain the arc and 
this in turn depends on its ability to reproduce its 
steady open circuit voltage very rapidly after a rupture. 
Although, due to the discharge of the load circuit mag­
netic energy, a very high striking voltage may tempor­
arily be obtained, this will usually die away in less 
than 1/200th part of a second and the arc will be extin­
guished if a further reserve voltage is not instantly 
available. For metal arc welding a reserve of not less 
than 30 volts is considered necessary which means that 
the generator field must rise sufficiently to provide 
this value within the period mentioned.
To increase this reserve and. limit the current/
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current overshoot it is still prevalent practice to 
load up the arc circuit with inductance or provide a 
transformer injector between the load and field circuits.
neither of these expedients is desirable for the 
following regsons:-
(1) Both involve the use of an extra piece of 
apparatus increasing the cost, weight and 
maintenance of the unit.
(2) It has been found in practice that large arc 
circuit inertias tend to produce arc spread 
and the burning away of the protective coating 
at the electrode point, thereby increasing the 
danger of harmful inclusions in the weld metal.
(3) The large energy discharge possible on sudden 
rupture of the arc circuit causes piercing when 
welding thin metals.
(4) Holding a long arc is very easy and, with in­
expert operators, produces bad results.
All four objections apply in a varying degree to 
both expedients, for an injector is not really effective 
unless designed for high self inductance in its primary.
These arguments lead to the following criteria for 
good welding dynamo design.
(1) The electrical inertia of the load and field 
circuits should be as small as possible.
(2) The capacity for magnetic energy storage in 
each circuit should be of the same dimensional 
order, that is, the armature circuit should be 
able at least to absorb the residue of the 
field energy discharge under rapid load changes 
without the armature current fluctuating ser­




Both criteria point to the employment of com­
pensating windings, for these allow the armature m.m.f. 
to be increased without involving an increase in its 
circuit inertia over that of the non-compensated
machine and, other things being equal, lead to a re­
duction of the field circuit inertia.
As an illustrative example of the latter, suppose 
the armature m.m.f. doubled, thus involving a reduction 
of the field energy to one quarter for the same ter­
minal voltage.
The arguments and example quoted show the impor­
tance of compensating windings and armature strength 
and if the former is used and the correct armature 
strength chosen, excellent welding generators can be 
constructed without the use of external aids.
CONSTANT CURRENT POWER DYNAMOS.
In larger dynamos, such as the constant current 
generators described earlier in this thesis, the hand­
ling of the field energy becomes more difficult and a 
resort to separate excitation generally becomes nec­
essary. When employed it enables the application of 
high ceiling voltages (for rapidly altering the main 
field energy under sudden load changes) to be econom­
ically employed in two ways. These are:-
(1) By means of a special exciter design.
(2) By means of an injector transformer*
a/n
The objections raised to the employment ofAa~uxil- 
iary transformers in welding generators are not appli­
cable to constant current machines because the trans­
formers here are relatively small and light in compar­
ison with the dynamos, since they operate on relay/
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relay (exciter abutment) fields.
Under transient conditions both exciter and trans­
former perform the same functions, that is, provide a 
high ceiling voltage, but under static conditions the 
high terminal voltage which the exciter is capable of 
producing increases the rigidity of the volt-ampere 
characteristic and allows compounding or over-compound­
ing to be easily effected.
GENERAL NOTES.
A. From the foregoing remarks it is apparent that 
all types of dynamos subject to sudden load variations 
should be of the laminated, compensated field type and 
that further, for the larger sizes, the use of a high 
ceiling voltage exciter is imperative for good perfor­
mance.
B. In alternating current generators compensating 
windings are not commercially possible because, due to 
the absence of the commutator, the axis of the armature 
m.m.f. is not fixed in space, and it would be difficult 
therefore to provide compensating windings supplied 
with current at zero frequency. It is possible however 
that exciters employing high ceiling voltages have not 
been fully explored as an alternative to fast circuit- 
breakers and power limiting reactors.
G. As the following summary will indicate the scope 
of this enquiry has been large but it has not been 
possible, with the available apparatus, to investigate 
in detail, questions such as the followingj-
(1) The influence of design on the frequency, wave 





(2) The effects of the reaction of the coils 
under commutation, brush position, width of 
brushes, and the interpole strength on the 
frequency, wave shape and amplitude of the 
maintained oscillations.
(3) The effect of varying the mutual inductance 
M on these.
(4) The direct proof that oscillations may be 
maintained by impulse from series windings 
only.
It would be possible to clear up most of these 
questions by research on a specially designed unit 
such as the following:-
A dynamo of the laminated, compensated field type 
having 8 terminals for a 4 pole field winding, an 
additional localized 8 terminal interpole winding (so 
that the effect of the compensating winding could be 
modified locally in small increments) would be a suitable 
machine especially if it were also provided with an 
auxiliary core having an 8 terminal series impulse 
winding. To obtain high ceiling voltage effects an 
exciter of the constant current type and a variable 
airgap injector would also be necessary, the whole being 
mounted on a single bedplate and driven by a suitable 




It has been indicated by mathematical analysis 
and proved, in some cases, by experiment thatj-
(1) A dynamo, the field of which is excited through 
a transformer, will produce and maintain low 
frequency oscillations of controllable magnitude 
and frequency.
(2) A shunt wound dynamo, having a mutual inductive 
link between the load and field circuits will 
self-excite, produce, and maintain low frequency 
oscillations of controllable amplitude and fre­
quency.
(3) A plain shunt dynamo, although capable of oscilla­
tory discharge, will not maintain oscillations 
without external aid.
(4) A plain series dynamo can neither produce an 
oscillatory discharge nor maintain oscillations 
without external aid.
(5) In a compound dynamo the fields of which are
mutually linked, the tendency to maintain oscil­
lations through the presence of mutual inductance 
is balanced, or partially balanced, by the im­
pulse from the series winding.
(6) In a compound dynamo the fields of which are not
mutually linked, the tendency to produce aftd
maintain oscillations is present due to the im­
pulse from the series winding. Analysis indicates
that this impulse must be positive, that is, ob­
tained from cumulative series coils, and it would/
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would appear that a further condition is nec­
essary for the maintenance of oscillations. This 
is that although the dynamo is cumulatively wound, 
the field must fall with increase of load current.
(7) A separately excited dynamo can produce and main­
tain oscillations if either the transformer or 
series impulse method is correctly applied.
In testing the above statements 6 generators of 
various types and sizes were examined, some of these 
having completely laminated field structures and com­
pensating windings, others with salient poles and solid 
yokes, and one having neither compensating nor inter­
pole windings. These generators varied in output from 
6 to 320 Kw, in speed from 1000 to 3000 r.p.m. and all 
have been known or caused (for the purpose of this 
investigation) to self-excite, produce and maintain 
low frequency oscillations under various conditions of 
excitation. These results indicate that any shunt 
dynamo-electric machine may self-excite under suitable 
conditions and that there exists a value of M which 
can be inserted between the load and field circuits 
to cause this condition, Nor the compound wound 
dynamo it will not be so easy to arrange for an 
oscillatory condition because of the difficulty of 
providing a series winding without interfering with 
the shunt winding and at the same time assuring that 
the dynamo is naturally capable of oscillatory dis­
charge.
It has been further indicated by theory and 
proved in some cases, by experiment, that:-
(a) The linear theory, under the quoted assumptions, 
gives reasonably good results “f or the transient/
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transient values of current and voltage during 
switching.
(b) The linear equation, although giving a good in­
dication that maintained oscillations may be 
expected under certain conditions, does not 
correctly predict either the wave shape or the 
frequency of the resulting oscillation.
(c) To obtain rapid response to sudden changes of 
load it is necessary that the magnetic energy 
stored in the armature and field circuits must 
be kept as low, and that in the load circuit 
relatively as high as possible.
(d) For extreme rapidity of response in larger 
dynamos, the use of high ceiling voltage exciters 
and injector transformers are indicated.
Concluding, the oscillograms taken from the three 
welding dynamos of recent but quite different design, 
indicate that the criteria evolved for good welding 
performance are reasonable.
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This ©opy o f Volume II contains 
reproductions of the oscillograms 
referred to in tha text of Tolumo It 
the originals appearing in another copy*
4 sample of the records taken from 
cash of the oscillographs used during 
the enquiry is, however* shorn in figures 
4 and B*
Fig ure X* C o n n e c t i o n  Diagram, c h a p t e r  3, s e c t i o n  X*
8t Connection Diagram, chapter 2, section 2*
3. Connection Diagram, Chapter 2, section £•
4* Compound Dynamo Arrangement.
3* Connection Diagram, Chapt -r 8, soot ion 3#
3* Connection Diagram, Chapter 8, Sootion 3*
7* connection Diagram, Chapter 2f section 5#
8. Connection Diagram, Split Polo Generator*
9. Connection Diagram, chapter 8, Sootion 8*
XO. Connection Diagram, Austin system.
XX* Connection Diagram, Thury system*
12* Curve© showing Effect of Transformer for i»
13* Curves shoeing 'Effect of Transformer for I, •
X4* Curve© showing Effect of Transformer for 1**
18s. Proposed Alternator lUxoltotion schema*
13b* Proposed alternator Excitation scheme.
16. Buddell Oscillograph.
17. Essentials of the Vibrating System.
X8a» Oscillograph Table, Control side.
I8b. " " 7  Reverse Side.
19. Motor Unit with Rotating Mirror.
30. Motor Unit in Place Showing covers.
21* Film Box*
83* practical connection Diagram*
88* Oscillograph Timing wave rrangemont.
24. Diagram of the Optical System*
35* Print from original Film Record*
38* Motor Unit with Shutter.
37* Print Showing oscillograph Table Vibrations*
88* Circuit Ho* 3*
89* Oscillogram Ho* 72/a/0/3*
80* Oscillogram f?o* 79/A/0/3.
Figure 31. oscillogram Mo* 8O/A/0/3.
m * Ocolilogrea lie# 81/A/0/S*
.68* Oceillogra® Ho* l/Vo/i#
84. Oftolllogram Ho* 7/A/8/8,
38* Oiolllogrsm Ho* 63/A/0/1#
sa* Oscillogram Ho* 89/A/8/8*
37* Oscillogram, Ho* S/A/0/1#
88* Oscillogram Ho, 11/A/2/8*
89* Oscillogram Ho# m/A/O/l*
40 • Oooillogram ho# 73/A/8/8,
41, the Permanent Magnet Oscillograph.
48* Connections for Universal shunt.
43* The Haw Oscillograph, Supply End#
44* flue How Oscillograph, Control End#
48e# Oscillogroph Element Circuits#
4Sb, Oscillograph Auxiliary Circuits#
46* oscillograph Table Layout#
476. Optical system for Main Beam*
478, Optical system for Time Marker Beam
48* Camera ortire Arrangement,
49, Circuit Ho# 4*
SO, Circuit Ho# 5#
51* circuit Ho* 6#
58* Circuit Ho# 7*
58. Circuit Mo* 8*
54, Circuit Ho# 9*
85. Circuit Ho. 10*
56* Circuit Ho* 11,
87* Circuit no# 18*
88* circuit Ho* 13#
89. Circuit Ho# 14.
#0* circuit ho* is#
rivuro
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81. Otrouifc Ho. 16
88. Oooillogram Ho S3/B/0/4.
63* Ooalllogram ho 85/0/0/ 4*
64* OiOlllogram Ho 91/R/0/4.
65* Oaolllogram Ho 99/B/O/B.
66* Oaotllograai Ho 98/0/0/4.
67* Osolllogram Ho 88/G/0/4.
68* Ooaillagram Ho 103/B/0/6.
69. Osatllograra Ho lOS/B/O/8*
70. OMlllograa no 106/B/0/6.
71* 0«Olllogram ho 107/B/0/7.
73* Oaolllogrota Ho 104/B/0/6#
73. Oaolllogram Ho llO/D/Q/4.
74. Osolllograa Ho 183/D/l/lO.
7$. Oaoillogrom no 134/D/3/11*
76. Oftolllogram Ho 11X/B/0/4.
77. Oaoillogram Ho 133/B/1/10#
78. Oaolllogram Ho 188/D/8/11#
79. OooillograKi Ho 113/B/0/6*
@0* Oaoillograra Ho m/B/i/9*
01. Ottoillogram Ho iae/B/^18#
83. Oaolllogram Ho 119/D/0/8#
63. Oootllogram Ho XSG/D/V**
84. Oaolllograni Ho 138/D/2/3.8*
@5. Oaolllogram Ho 189/D/0/8#
88. Oaoillograra Ho 133/0/8/14.
87. Goolllogrm Ho 138/0/0/13*
88. Oaoillograra Ho 137/0/0/13*
89. Oaoillograsi Ho 138/0/8/14.
90. Oooillogran Ho 141/0/0/18.
91. Oscillogram No 143/0/3/16.
























































Comparison of Curves, Main Circuit, Brushes 
Caparison of curves, Field » « For ward I
Comparison of Curves, Main » « NaHllflfcl#
Comparison of Curves, Field * » Neutral#
Comparison of Curves, Main " * Forward*
Comparison of Curves, Field M « Forward*
Comparison of curves, Main " « Neutral#
Comparison of Curves, Field " e* Neutral*
Comparison of Curves, constant current G e n e r a t o r  
Induotance Measurments, Generator a.
Inductance Measuraents, Generator 8#
/
(Cont'd.)
Figure 125. Inductance Measurements, Generator 0*
135* Open Circuit Characteristic, Generator A*
187# Volt-Ampere aharooteristic, Generator B* 
180# Open circuit characteristic, Generator B*
189# Volt-.Ampere characteristic, Generator B* 
130* Open circuit characteristic. Generator 0*
181* Volt-.uapere Characteristic, Generator G* 
188*. Z&ductanoe Measurements, Generator D*
135*. Inductance Measurements,' Generator 13*
184* Open circuit Qfceraoteristic, Generator D#
183* Open Circuit Characteristic, Generator
183* Open Circuit Characteristic, Generator K#
157* Open Circuit characteristic, Generator Ex*
las. Transformer Inductance curves#
- 109* heading Dimensions of fransformer*



































Record Detail©, MOO# 1 to 12*
Record Detail#* Nos* 17 to 30#
Record Detail©* Hot. 31 to 44* '
Record Details, bob. 45 to 02*
Record Details, Bob* 23 to 78.
List of Instrument®.
Switching Tests, Bob* SB to 90*
Switching Testa, Hos. 97 to 102 & 108 to 110*
Switching Tost®, Boa* 117 to 129*
000illation Records, lies* 78 to 88* 103 t#
107 and 130 to 188#
Oscillation Records* Ho®. 130 to ISO.
OBBlllation Record©, Boa. 131 to 168. 
Oscillation Records, Hob# 166 to 180. 
Oscillation H oords, Noa. 181 to 195* 
Oscillation Records, Boa* 196 to 199# 
Calculation Table# M negative* 
aaloulation Table* M zero.
Calculation Table* U positive*
Details from th© Records*
Details from the Records* 
circuit and Figure Humber®.
Details from the Records#
Calculation Table, Load to S.C.# Forward* 
Calculation Table, Load to S.O#* Neutral# 
Calculation Table, Open to B.C.* Forward* 
Celeulution Table, Open to B.C.# Heat ml# 
Details from the Records*
Details from the Records*
Details from the Records#
Details from the Records.
Design fable* Welding Generator a.
/
i m z m * ( w m m * }
tal&e 93* circuit Para-wtor* for Welding ganaratora*
34* Daaign T M X *t Constant Current Generator#*
&.&« Cirouit parameter# for Constant CurrantGenerators*
33* transformer inOuetano© Vitluee*
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The work outlined in this paper was 
performed daring the period from 
October, 1934 to February, 1936 and 
is merely shown in justification of 
the time spent. No Conclusions are 
drawn since the work was left 
incomplete to carry out that detailed 
in the accompanying thesis "Transient 
& Oscillatory Phenomena in Dynamo 
Circuits", whichwas considered more 
profitable. The writer is of the 
opinion, however, that this line of 
research would be worth completing.
PRKLBIIITA.RIE 5 
The object of this work was to confirm by
i
experiment the mathematical work carried out by Moulin /
. A
( Aeronautical Research Committee Reports )
.{ and Memoranda Ro, 1045 April, 1926. )
{ )
( E.B. Bbullin. )
on the similarity between some cases of torsional vibrat- 
-ion and certain electrical circuits* It was decided to 
collect a large number of examples of torsional resonance 
and later to simulate these electrically, paying partic­
ular attention to the " scale factors " and " conversion 
factors n between them* To this end some time was spent 
in designing, collecting and making the mechanical appar­
atus*
At the start, a solid base for supporting shafting 
was essential and a few visits to second-hand machinery 
merchants soon produced an old centre lathe bed 16 foot 
long, weighing rather-over 2 tons and supported on 4 
solid cast iron bearers. This was placed in a suitable
corner of the laboratory and the shafting considered.
It was found convenient to use a shaft of &-tr 
diameter and this was supported above one of the lathe 
bed shears in three bearing groups arranged generally as 
shown in figure 1* The bearings were Hoffmann deep 
groove journal ball bearings and wore mounted in housings 
cut from solid steel blanks. For the convenience of an 
adjustable position for at least two of the bearing 
groups, a small 4 feet lathe bed was equipped with sliding 
brackets to support the bearing housings, and the whole 
bolted to the two ton lathe bed* The third bearing was 
housed in a piece of 4” x 4W x i" angle section suitably- 
bored and packed to the required centre height of 9".
The shaft itself was carefully seloeted from /

2 •
/ from a suppliers stock for its truth of diamoter and
axial straightnoss and was about 11 ft. long. After .
fitting to its bearings and detailed attention^to its '/ 
lining, a pair of steel discs were mounted at each end 
of the shaft and secured in place by grub screws.
A variable speed D.C. Motor was next procured and 
mounted at one end of the shaft as a driving means and 
connected to a 250 volt supply through a starter and main 
switch. A 1000 ohm field regulator with a wire wound 
vernier resistance was included in the shunt circuit of 
the motor to provide the speed control. The motor shaft 
extension was connected to the test shaft by means of a 
hard rubber tubular coupling secured by circular clamps.
This work occupied about 2 months since the machin- 
-ing, welding and lining was done ontiroly by the writer.
Means for recording oscillations were next studied 
and several types of torsiograph were examined. The 
instrument finally selected was a new design of Cambridge 
Rotational Accelerometer or Tibrograph. This instrument, 
being the forerunner of a new range of vibrographs, is 
worthy of further description. It consists essentially 
of a light aluminium pulley wheel driven by^celluloid 
belt from the apparatus under investigation so that it 
follows accurately any variations in angular velocity; 
this light pulley is coupled by internal springs to a 
flywheel, the rotational inertia of which is sufficiently 
high to render its angular velocity sensibly constant.
The linkage between the two wheels is arranged so that 
their relative angular motion is transformed into a longir 
-tudinal movement and recorded on a moving celluloid ̂ rip 
by plastic deformation due to a small spherical stylus 
mounted on a lever which can be easily exchanged, thus 
providing various magnifications. A pair of auxiliary 
styles are mounted on the arm carrying the celluloid j
3 .
/celluloid supply and are used to provide a time base 
and signal mark. The celluloid strip is driven by 
a clockwork motor contained in the base of the instru- 
-ment and this also operates the l/lOth second time marker 
whose electro-magnet is excited by a 4 volt battery, the 
same battery providing the power for the signal marking 
device.
The records are obtained on 20m.m. celluloid 
film and may be up to 15 ft. long. Four film speeds 
are available and the control is by a small sliding knob 
situate&on the side of the instrument case beside the 
winding key and starting control.
The stylus-on-celluloid method of recording 
rapid fluctuations is the subject of British Patent Ho. 
195,116 (Cambridge Instrument Co.Ltd.) and is based upon 
the fact that the elastic limit of such materials as 
celluloid, celastoid and ebonite is low, so that plastic 
deformation occurs under comparatively slight pressures. 
The stylus used here has a minute spherical point (radius 
about .01 to .03 num.) which, when brought into contact 
with the celluloid surface under a very small pressure, 
causes an indentation of from .002 to .004 m.m. in depth, 
and when moved over the surface causes smooth plastic 
flow, producing a permanent defoimation of the material. 
The record thus consists of a cylindrical depression of 
small radius, forming a minute concave cylindrical lens 
whose approximate virtual focal length is .1 m.m. Shallow 
ridges are also producod on each edge of the record which 
form quasi-cylindrical convex lens of smaller focal length. 
Each of these ridges is further bordered by concave cylin- 
-ders of slightly shorter focal length than that of the 
central depression.
These effects are shown diagrammatically in 
figure 2 where A represents the depression made by the
D e f o r m a t  i o n
Fic, 2.- M agnified S k e t c h  of C e l l u l o i d
Fig.4.-Tr a c i n o  of a M a g n i f i e d  R e c o r d
F i g 5 . ~  P h o t o g r a p h  of T o r s i o g r  a p h
4 »
/ the stylus, B B are the ridges forming the quasi- 
cylinders and the C G the two outer cylinders.
Itom these notes it will he seen that the line 
produced hy the recording stylus has optical character- 
-istics entirely different from those of a scratch; when 
viewed through properly focussed microscope by parallel 
transmitted light, the indentations appear as a narrow, 
sharply defined band on a bright ground with a still finor 
bright line in the centre of the dark band. Measurements 
can therefore be made from the magnified record with a 
high degree of accuracy by a suitable microscope which 
should be focussed not on the record but on the virtual 
focal point of the indentation A ( a in figure 2 ).
A photograph ( figure 3 ) of the torsiograph 
shows the general arrangement of the instrument, and 
figure 4 shows a tracing of a typical magnified record.
To return to the assembly of the apparatus, the 
torsiograph was mounted on a welded steel carriage (shown 
in figure 6a ) arranged to slide on one shear of the 
lathe bed so that it may be driven from any part of the 
shaft by means of a small brass pulley and a belt made 
from a piece of the celluloid recorder film, the belt 
being tensioned by means of a pair of locking screws 
provided on the base plate.
In order to provide a base of shaft revolutions 
on the records as well as a time base a commutator made 
of ebonite and having a brass segment in it was fixed 
on the shaft and two copper brushes made to bear on the 
commutator surface these being connected to the signal 
terminals on the torsiograph.
The apparatus being now largoly complete, numerous 
tests were made but no sign of torsional resonance dis­
covered. It w a s  thought that at the resonant speed
any slight out-of-balance in the apparatus would set up 









/the ease and when one of the discs was purposely un- 
-balanced, no "better results were obtained. A forcing 
medium was obviously required and consideration was 
given to this.
Several schemes were tried unsuccessfully until
the idea of driving the shaft through a HooAe,s Joint
with the motor and shaft axes at an angle was hit upon.
This arrangement was immediately successful and various
joint angles were selected and carefully marked on the
lathe bed and tests carried out to determine the forcing
curve of the joint for the various shaft angles. At
first small 5n diameter protractors and a pair of sur-
-face gauges were used for this but the calibration was
not sufficiently accurate. A pair of 15|-IT diameter
wooden discs were therefore carefully divided into de-
-grees and quarter degrees by a milling machine dividing
head and temporarily mounted on the motor and test shaft
spanning the joint and the calibration again tried, this
time successfully. A representative displacement curve
for the joint is shown in figure 5 and double graphical
zdifferentiation of this gives the forcing curve •
(^Note:- This graphical differentiation i5 )
( not shown in figure 5. )
As mentioned previously the torsiograph records 
had to be examined by means of a microscope and while it 
was not at this stage intended to make a complete and 
final examination as each record became available, a 
preliminary inspection was desirable in case a record 
should have to be repeated. A temporary easily access- 
-ible microscope appeared to be the solution and one was 
accordingly acquired. This was mounted vertically at 
the extreme end of the lathe bed on an electrically weld- 
-ed support and an incandescent lamp arranged to transmit 
parallel light through a brass record holdor. The /
6 •
/The
arrangement can be seen erected at the extreme left 
of the 'lathe bed in figure 6b which also shows the lay­
out of the driving motor control gear and Hooke's Joint.
fhese alterations having been completed* tests for 
resonance were again started with very good results, aad 
this work carried on until the existing shaft arrange- 
-ment was deemed to have served its turn*
In order to recognise a record at a glance the 
system of filing mentioned below was adopted.
Each record which actually showed a vibration of 
importance to the investigation was inscribed with the 
letter T.
Each shaft arrangement was given a reference letter 
and this was also inscribed on the record.
Consecutive records for a given tost were numbered 
in order as they were taken from the torsiograph, this 
number appearing on the record and also against the spee d 
of the shaft in the table of results.
Thus, !P B/4 means
Record taken on shaft arrangement B, fourth from 
start of this series.
KEfflgiro
fhe tests were carried out on the following 
for the shaft arrangements given in figure 7.












Fig.6o.—  G e n e r a l  V i l v j  o f  A p p f tR fv ru a  
S h o w i n g  T o r s i o g r a p h  M o u n t i n g
Fig . 6b — M o t o r . Co n t r o l  G e r r , 
mio H o o k e ’s J o i n t
(3) 3 Equal Discs equally spaced on shaft.




The torsiograph was tried in each case at the 
position of maximum resonant amplitude and at the 
node, and the shaft speed was increased by approx- 
-imately 30 r.p.m., for each reading, closer values 
being taken near resonance.
Each shaft arrangement was tested for the 5 Joint 
positions given below.






The dimensions of the discs were





In order to evaluate rapidly the moment of 
inertia of a given disc and its mounting hub, a 
trifilar suspension was arranged. This consisting 
of a welded steel wall bracket from which was sup- 
-ported by 3 steel wireS)a circular steel table of 
llg” diameter and .4" thickness. The table m s  
provided with a centring screw and boss to ensure 












Prom time to time daring the te stingy various 
dif f icultie-s were experienced and these wore overcome 
as encountered, The method of speed measurement from 
the torsiograph, for instance, was inclined to;take a 
long time when the measurement of the record was attempted.
A Visual indication was required and an existing Hazier 
time-speod metej was affixed to one hearing housing of the 
driving motor so that speed readings were instantly avail- 
-*ahle,
The torsiograph itself caused some little diffic- 
-ulty hy scratching the records instead of making indent- 
-ations, A visit to the makers produced a pair of new 
styles and on fitting one of those the trouble disappeared.
The commutator used to provide the revolution base 
on the record gave satisfactory results for a short time 
but constantly required dressing and new copper brushes. 
Hard carbon brushes were tried but these refused to 
record above about 1000 r.p.m®, and, in addition, required 
constant refacing. The commutator was dismantled and 
made half brass, half ebonite and copper-carbon brushes 
substituted, these having grooved faces to prevent polish- 
-ing. This arrangement worked well up to the maximum 
speed of 3000 r,p,m,
A peculiar marking on the record was the next 
trouble and many devices were tried to eliminate this.
The torsiograph was dismantled and thoroughly over­
hauled without any improvement, belt tensions checked, 
pulley truth checked and even tuning forks tried to find 
any resonance in the instrument itself, all to no account. 
This phenomenon only occurred infrequently and it m s  
finally decided to ignore it as it had nothing to do with
the work in progress.
Difficulty was experienced in keeping the shaft
/
9 .
/shaft at a constant resonant speed and to aid this a 
heavy east iron flywheel was mounted on the motor shaft 
as shown in figure 1. This had the effect of steady­
i n g  the speed considerably and proved a valuable addit­
i o n  to the equipment* . Since this flywheel was of cast 
iron and of fairly large diameter, the shaft speeds had to 
be kept below about 1800 r.p.ra* A flywheel v̂ as there-
-fore machined from a solid steel blank and kept ready ibr 
fitting, but was not used during this series of tests*
It is worthy of note that, at first, resonances were 
discovered at one half their calculated speeds, this being 
due, of course, to the fact that the Hooke’s Joint gives 
two forcing cycles per revolution (see figure 5)*
MODULUS OF RIGIDITY
The apparatus was now entirely dismantled to allow 
of the fitting of the new steel flywheel and new Hooke’s 
Joint the original joint having developed a fair amount 
of slack* During the time unavoidably spent in this 
operation, the opportunity was taken to make tests for 
the rigidity modulus of the shaft material* Portions of 
the shaft were cut into standard tost pieces as shown in 
figure 8, and one of these placed in position in a Buckton 
Torsion Testing machine* Two gauge points were then 
marked off on the test piece, 2lT apart and a small V-shaped 
frame clamped to each point by means of set screws* Each 
of these frames carried a small mirror* A vertical scale 
was next set up on a table about 15 ft* away from the test 
piece so that this scale could be viewed in each of the 
mirrors when using a small telescope which was provided
with a cross wire*




























/different parts of tho scale appeared against the 
telescope cross wire, the difference ( in inches ) 
"being noted. i i  . knowledge of the distance between 
the test piece and the scale completed the information 
necessary to give the angle of twist experienced by 
the specimen. Considerable accuracy was therefore 
a feature of the arrangement ( sketched in figure 9 ) 
since measurements could bo made to .01" in a distance 
of 15 feet.
Numerous specimens were tested in this manner, the 
average result being -
e * 12 X 106 lb/o“
HE-ASSEMBI.Y Off APPARATUS
The apparatus was re-assembled using the steel 
flywheel, hub mounted to the motor shaft, and with a 
new Hooke’s Joint. Since it might be of interest at 
some later date to know exactly what slack was to be 
found in the old joint, this was placed on a mandrel in 
a lathe and long pointers attached, one to each element 
of the joint, and their relative movements measured by 
moans of a depth gauge. The angle of slack was .69 
degrees.
Immediately on completion of the apparatus, tests 
were commenced and it was at once found extremely diffic­
ult to keep the discs firmly fixed to the new shaft,this 
being ultimately overcome by putting a taper pin complete 
-iy through the shaft and hub. One of these pins was 
found to be slightly slack, but after running the shaft 
at resonance for a short period, the hub ^iezdd on the
shaft and gave a rigid fit. This hub had later to be
/
11*
/be cat off the shaft when changing the arrangement.
C )
The same series of tests as detailed on page ' 
were then carried oat with notably better resalts.
COLLECTION O F  D A T A
It was now decided that, as a large numbor of records 
had been collected from the present shafting, a new appar 
-atus should be designed and meantime, a few experiments 
made in the examination of the records.
At first each record was individually examined by 
means of the microscope previously described, the measure' 
-ment being effected by a small graduated scale alongside 
the record. This method was tedious and an arc lantern 
projector was employed to enlarge the records photograph­
ically, a method which entailed a large amount of labour 
and expense on account of the number of records ( over 
200 ) now amassed. The scheme of projecting the record 
on a screen by means of a lecture bench lantern was next 
tried but it was found difficult to obtain the same degree 
of enlargement for each, since the pressure of the record­
i n g  style appeared to have varied, giving a different 
focal point for each record and thus defeating the purpose 
of comparison.
The scheme finally adopted is shown diagrammatically 
in figure 10. A Point-oiite are lamp and parabolic 
reflector is arranged to give parallel light and this beam 
projected on to a plane mirror lying at 45 degrees to the 
horizontal. A small clamp above this mirror supports 
the record which it is required to examine, the actual 
inspection being carried out by an adjustable microscope 
mounted on two mutually at right angles,vernier measuring 
scales, each capable of reading to .001”.
This gear proved suitable to the occasion and, 


































/ gear so far trie d.
The main values required from a record were -
(1) Speed of shaft,
(2) frequency of vibration,
(3) amplitude,
(4) resonant speed,
and in order to note these rapidly a series of tables 
wore duplicated, so that the necessary measurements 
leading to values (1), (2), (3) and (4) above could be 
immediately noted.
As the measurement of records proceeded attention 
was given to the proposed new shafting arrangement.
EESIQIT Off HEW APPARATUS
It was proposed now that an apparatus should bo 
made which would produce pure sine wave forcing oscill­
ations on the shaft and the infinite connecting rod 
gear detailed in figure 11 was therefore designed and 
constructed. This consisted of a stoel disc, later 
hub-mounted to the test shaft carrying a crank pin in 
a radial slot on the disc so that the crank radius could 
be altered at will. A slotted link, cut from steel
plate, was next affixed to a diameter steel shaft so 
that a brass bearing block supported by the crank pin 
passed through the slot. The bar was then supported 
in a pair of phosphor bronze bearing shells suitably 
mounted on a welded base plate in such a manner as to 
allow longitudinal movement of the connecting rod only.
A Whitworth thread at the end of the rod remote from the 
link provided a method of loading the system by means of 
steel discs of varying weights held in place by lock-nuts.
The general arrangement of the complete apparatus 




P.O. Motor was mounted at one end of the lathe hed on 
a quick release carriage and provided with a pin-type 
flexible coupling to permit rapid dismounting, this being 
desirable as the motor was also intended to drive an 
alternator at a later' date. The heavy steel flywheel 
was keyed to a high tensile steel shaft carried by a pair 
of ball bearings secured in steel housings by caps. The 
housings, which are gas cut from 1" steel plate, were 
electrically welded to steel brackets whose accurately 
machined bases were secured to the lathe bod. The great- 
-est of care was taken in the machining of the bearing 
housings and brackets to ensure constancy of centre height, 
since accurate measurements demonstrated that the lathe 
bed was hollowed by about .004" at the centre. Since 
all the housings were machined to be the same, this amount 
was made up by packing pieces of copper foil.
At the end of the flywheel shaft remote from the 
motor a massive cast iron half coupling was keyed to the 
shaft, this being provided with a spigot register to suit 
a similar half coupling intended to receive & drive the 
diameter test shaft.
Pour further bearing brackets and housings were 
then constructed and spaced along the lathe bed, each 
supporting an adaptor mounted ball bearing. This 
arrangement, by using different adaptors, permitted shafts 
of any size up to diameter to be employed for test,and 
since the bearing rings were tapered and the adaptors 
split, no difficulty was experienced in threading the 
bearings over the shaft to their proper positions, a duty 
which caused considerable trouble in the previous shaft 
arrangement•
The infinite connecting rod gear previously 
described was now mounted at the free end of the shaft.
A now welded steel torsiograph carriage f not shown in 





/lathe bed so that it could take up any position along 
the shaft and, to save time in making records from various 
parts of the shaft, a light aluminium torsiograph driving 
pulley of l|’rT dia etor was placed between each bearing 
span and celluloid driving belts of equal.length penman- 
-ently joined over each span.
A  wooden motor control panel was next constructed 
and mounted vertically at the motor end of the lathe bed 
as shown in figure 12. The control apparatus consisted 
of a 30 stud; 1000 ohm field regulator with a wire vernier 
( of rather greater resistance than that between studs of 
the regulator) in series with the field of the motor. A  
main switch and motor starter completed the gear.
The apparatus being thus complete a few preliminary 
trials were made-with every success, except that the 
commutator for the time marker had been inadvertently 
omitted* The opportunity was therefore taken to make 
and fit the form of contactor sketched in figure 11 in 
place of the commutator and this also proved successful.
E1ECTRICAL GEAR
The mechanical gear was then left and attention 
turned to the electrical apparatus*
A small 3 phase alternator was obtained and 
provided with a pin type half coupling* A channel 
section steel bedplate was next constructed by electric 
arc welding so as to mount the B.G* shaft motor and the 
alternator* The motor was controlled through the 
same gear as used for controlling the shaft by means of 
an additional set of terminals attached to the lathe bed.
The set was started and an excitation given to 
the alternator field from a battery and one phase of the 
stator connected to an oscillograph* Several wave forms
/
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/forms wore then taken under varying conditions of load, 
the machine proving satisfactory.
At this time the opportunity was offered to start 
the work detailed in the accompanying thesis,"Oscillatory 
and Transient Phenomena in Dynamo Circuits" and the entire 
torsional apparatus was left.
CONCLUSION
• Although this work was left unfinished, the writer 
is of the opinion that it would he worth completing. The 
possibility of electrical simulation of many mechanical 
problems has been well known for many years, although 
little actual experimental work has been done in this 
connection. The mathematics of the vibration of a 
multi-throw crankshaft, for instance, is fairly complic- 
-ated and a simple electrical simulation would simplify 
the designers work considerably.
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